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Oh, I'm scaredofthemiddleplacebetween lightandnowhere. I don't want to bethe
one left in there.






One day we will speak
in syllables we did hot know
we knew, the mother tongue
erupting from our lips
like a long dormant volcano
we'll walk along a line of petroglyphs,
carefully carved into stone
and I'll take your hand and point
saying, See the woman warrior?
there, with her shield?
Daughter, the books will tell you
otherwise, but truth is in the blood
This is where we met, I'll say,
where Ipromisedyou we'dfind
each other across the war-torn Gelds
over the crackle of the monitor
strange sounds erupt from your throat
and I repeat them back, regurgitate
that strangled struggle toward language
until I feel the distance between us
beginning to shrink with every sound
Crush
It's avocado green, made of textured plastic, with a handle so it canbe carried likea
briefcase. A black cord trails out from its base. Mymother shakes her head as she sets it
down.
"I never thought these thingswouldcome back," she says, wiping her palms on
her jeans.
Butmy back is alreadyto her. I kneeldownon the worn carpet, pry open the lid,
inspectevery inch ofmy new recordplayer. I checkthe needle, feel its tip, like the
single legofa centipede poking into myflesh. I blow dustoffthe turntable. I check that
it can play 7-inch records, and 45s.
"What?"
"Never mind," she laughs. "I'm glad you like it."
I pull the White Album, Side Two, from its sleeve and placeit on the spindle. I
snap it into placewith the plastic arm; turn the settingto auto on mynew Truetonewith
mono speaker capabilities. The machine startswith a whir. "Martha" erupts from the
tinny, built-in speaker. I skip the needle to "Blackbird," the third set of grooves.
Take these broken wingsandlearn to fly. Allyourlife, you were only waitingfor
this moment to arrive.
The first crush I can remember was a boy named Josh. In tenth grade. He was a year
younger, wore a vintage brownleather jacket evenin the deadofsummer. Hehad gone
to Christianschool, and only just arrived at our publichigh schoolof about a thousand
students. He brooded, smoked cigarettes, snuckoff to the gasstation during lunchtime to
roll a joint. Hebelonged to a different era. I wanted to belong.to a different anything.
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I wrote poemsfor him. Stuck them in his jacketpockets. We didn't speak, much.
I was convincedmy lovewas radiating at such a rate that he would absorb it merely by
inhabitingthe sameroom, the same rowofdesks in Drama Class. Buthis eyesremained
downcast. He wandered the halls aloof, seemingto exist in aworld in which he felt loved
by no one. The only acknowledgement ofmydeclarations camein the formof a simple
"Thanks." And a crooked smile.
Eventually, though, Josh and I became friends. He grew into himself and out of
the shyness, but not out of the tortured self-isolation. We smokedpot at our friend's
house, the one whose parents were too cool to be parents, and he'd stand in the driveway
mesmerized by the headlights on her car. Like a conductor, he'd lift and lower his arms
as the lights rose and then retreated into their metal casing.
I learned he collected Star Wars figurines. Once, in passing, he mentioned how
he'd been looking for years for the LukeSkywalkerwith the gold medallion he's
presented with at the end of Return ofthe fedi I searched the area shops until I found it,
this perfect gift. As he drove me home from our friend's house in the middle of a
blizzard, I presented him with it, for his birthday. He looked out the window, on the
verge of tears. He set the small paper sack gentlyon the dashboard. The porch lightwas
on. My parents were waiting. I fidgeted in the seat, shifting my weight back and forth
between my hipbones. Hewassupposed to kiss me now. It wasall supposed to fall into
place. Instead, he continued to look away, Adam's apple bobbing sUghtly in his throat. I
thought ofhow his face would lookfrom the other sideof the glass: frozen likeLuke's
behind the plastic casing. I got out of the carwith a falsely bright farewell.
My cousin had cancer at eight years old. Shewas two years yoimger than I, and we had
always been close. We wore matching pajamas. We slid down my mother's stairs in a
giant denim beanbag, my arms around her thin shoulders, giggling all the way. At
lunchtime, mom would askwhat we wanted for limch, and her reply was always, "111
have what Amy's having."
After the diagnosis, the tables turned. I wanted what she had, but even at ten, I
knew it was wrong. That it was a bad wish to make. Still, I clasped my hands together,
squeezed my eyes shut every night praying for an invasion. My morning ritual evolved
to include feeling my lymph nodes and bending my joints, searching for swelling or
stiffness. In the mirror, I pulled at my eyelids, checking the whites ofmy eyes for signs
of jaundice. In the sickly yellow glow of the single bulb in the bathroom, I could almost
believe it was there.
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Her cheeks became bloated; her hair fell out, even her eyebrows. She looked like 
an alien, dressed in too-big t-shirts, and bright neon hats that contrasted sharply with the 
urine-tone of her skin. But she beat it. You'd only know it now if you noticed her jaw, 
too small for her face because it never grew again. The haughty look of defiance in her 
eyes. She didn't want what was mine, anymore. Even my friendship. The cancer had 
changed her. And even though I know better now, I thought the radiation had given her 
x-ray vision so she could see that I had nothing. That my bones, unlike hers, did not 
contain any secrets. That they were merely hollowed out spaces. 
The next crush was a jazz saxophone player. He stood before the bleachers in his black 
leather trench coat, blowing out every note of "My Funny Valentine" in my direction. It 
took two years of him sneaking into the library during my history class's research 
sessions, pestering me, stalking me through the aisles of books, for me to finally agree to 
go on a date with him. But eventually I relented, I began to unfurl. He was my first kiss, 
my first notion of something resembling love. 
So I wrote poems for him, too. In mottled black composition notebooks, with 
purple ink. I'd sneak them into his palm as he came through my checkout line at the 
local drugstore. His five-foot-five frame, his flat feet shuffling over the tiled floor. 
Everything he did was languorous, leisurely. His fingers were squared and stubby. His 
body was like that of an adolescent boy, even at seventeen. 
And then he went to college. Another one lost, to gameswhere he role-played
vampires. To friends who wouldend up in prison. Toa dead-endjob fixing instruments
in Kansas, gettinggigs wherever he could find them. I hear he's married now, and maybe
he still plays. Forhiswife, for his friends. Butwhen I imagine the scene, his playing
lacks the intensity, the passionhe displayed when,he played for m_e.
A little girl calledAlex died of cysticfibrosis. I rememberwishing I could catch it, or
some illness like it. I wanted something grave and dark to fill the vast empty spacesof
my chest. After my parents divorced, I watched the movie of her life over and over.
Rewound the part where she lay in her room in those last moments, sipping root beer
from a straw, Elton John spinning on the turntable behind her. "Whichway do I go?"
she asked. And I'd cry, but only when mom wasn't home.
Alex used to call her father "my little daddy." He was Frank DeFord, the famed
sports writer. Idolized by many men across the country, my father being one of them.
And my father, after the divorce, he asked me to call him that, too. Only once he'd lost it
did he want back what he never had. He wrote me a poem, in saccharine rhymes. I
l^inated it with strapping tape. I learned to amplify his absence, and I've been doing it
ever since. Gone, he could be anything I wanted him to be. He couldn't do anything
wrong because he wasn't there to do it. Summers, we'd stand in the yard at night, ice
clinking on the sides of glasses of root beer, and he'd point at the stars. He'd show me
which star was Alex's. And which one belonged to Jennifer, the stillborn daughter that I
replaced. "My little daddy," I'd say, taking his hand, taking deep breaths, sure I could feel
fluid in my lungs, my chest cavity slowly shrinking.
The needle revolves in slow circles. The diamond tip feels its way along the track laid
out for it. How simple it would be if I were the needle. If I were always spiraling
towards a center instead of outward, out of control.
A silence in the air, a breath. Mom is down the hall, clucking her tongue at the
dirt gathered in the comers ofmy bathroom, the hair coiled near the drain in the sink.
Side two, track four.
AndRockysaid, Doc it's onlya scratch, and I'll be better, I'llbe betterDoc as soon
as I'm able...
I choose to forget the name of the third crush. His dorm roomwalls of avocado green.
His long blond ponytail. His father, who tlirew him down the stairs, beat his back with a
belt. His plaid sheets, stained with my blood.
I choose to forget the way he looked at me with such disdain, such
disappointment that the love he'd always neededwasn't there. A worthlesspiece ofshit,
he said. And the roughwayhe handledmy small frame. Perhapsbecause of that lovehe
needed; becauseI wasn't big enough to hold it.
A few weeks later, after walking out of his room for the last time, I found out I
had contracted mononucleosis. A common virus that affects nearly everyone. Nearly an
adolescent rite of passage.
"It's possible," the doctor said, "that your spleen could rupture. You need to rest
for at least six weeks."
Instead of being frightened, I clutched at that knowledge. Something in me had
been welling up, and I held onto that word, rupture. I had hours available in which to
write, but I'd put the pen away. The notebooks were shoved to the back ofmy desk
drawer. Words weren't helping anymore. With waning energy I pushed my short legs
up and down the four flights of stairs, hoping for a miracle. Excused from classes, I
walked the long eleven blocks to the movie theater every day - sure that at any moment,
that elusive organ would split at the seams, fluids rushing out to fill up my empty spaces.
When I was very young, I exerted a tremendous amount ofwill power over my tiny
body. At two, I scraped my knee while running down the driveway. Bits of skin and
blood were embedded in the concrete. My mom called out to me. Arms outstretched,
she ran toward me to scoop me in her arms and quiet my tears. But there were no tears.
"I'm fine," I yelled. My precious, precocious knees pumping my two-foot frame
farther and farther away from her.
At seven, in second grade, I satat mydesk, forehead beaded with a cold sweat, my
stomach flipping itscontents over and over as I completed aworksheet on subtraction.
Eventually, I stood onshaky legs and wandered up to theline in front ofthe teacher's ":
desk, for thosewho had formulated questions. When my turn came, I managed to get
out her name, before my hand flew up to my mouth, thick orange
mucus the color ofher hair flooding out through the spaces betweenmy fingers.
And there are a million other stories like these, where if only I would have spoken
sooner.. .ifonlyI'd have asked for help, I would have been embraced instead ofpushed
away.
In the living room. Mom has settled herself onthecouch. "When did you start liking the
Beatles anyway?" she asks. I tell her it was inherent. Seems like I'vealways likedthem,
somehow or another. Snatches of songshave been weaving their way into my memories
for as long as I can remember.
"It's nothing specific," I tell her. "I didn't danceon Daddy's toes or anything.
Remember? He wasn't there."
She looks out the window, absently, while I get up to put the casserole in the
oven. She didn't teach me how to cook, either. She is wondering where the evidence of
her influence is, if not in music or food. But I refuse to relinquish this hard kernel of
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resentment. Thisstone lodged in my throat that I'm not quite readyto swallow. The
speakers sing out slivers of sound:
I hear the clock a 'tickingon the mantle shelf. See the hands a 'movingbut I'm by
myself....
My strongestmemory ofmy first real boyfriendis of him carrying me in his arms into my
mother's Hving room, my right knee shot through with pain. Mybreath came in sharp
gasps, the pain rolling in waves that eroded awayat my sinewswith such speed and
precision it left chasms in its wake. Betweenbreaths I pleadedwith the pain to envelop
me, to pull me into a void so complete it would absorb all emptiness and I'd come out
cornpleteand unscathed. But the pain passed with the night. No causewas ever found.
Psychosomatic, they said. And I realized then that it was my own fault, all of it. That
each breath was a choice. That if I tried, I could accomplish much more than brief bursts
of fury. I knew then, what Anne Sextonmeant in her poem, "Wanting to Die." That
suicides have a special language. That: To thrust all that life underyour tongue! --/that,
all byitself, becomes a passion.
In high school, I spent summer nights locked in the bathroom with a book, a tub fldl of
lukewarm water, and the blade from my dissection kit for biology class. My mom and
stepfather would be out for the night drinking margaritas or playing nickel slots.
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Tentative at first, I'd gently drag the sharp edge over myskin, the same lineover and
overuntil a fewdrops ofbloodfound their way to the surface.
That was myfirst habit. My mother and sister shredded their fingernails, I
shredded my skin. And over theyears I found myselfmoving on from razor blades, firoin
small superficial wounds. Nights I'd curl into a ball, insides twisted andwrought with
worry. Inmoments oflucidity between drug-induced states, I'd formulate myescape.
And I'll never really besure howthe decision was made, but I found myself sitting in the
backroom ofsome cafe downing sixteen bluepills with a large glass of coffee. Stumbling
into the pastel painted bricks ofthe doorframe onmyway out to the street. Adead crow
on the sidewalk, one glazed blackeyemeeting mine. Thehushed phone call from
another room. Thebright lightsof the ER, frowning faces swimming in and out of focus.
In the morning, two fingers restedgentlyon the thin skin ofmywrist. Mypulse
was present, thready andweak. Myeyes sHd open, peeredthrough the fog into the face
ofmy poetry professor's husband. And it came flooding back: the shift I'd missed at
work as a waitress where their band was scheduled to play. The worried eyes darting
around the large, dusty bar. Td never missed a shift.
I retreated into darkness, pretended not to recognize him. And when I sawhim
aroimd, later, he never brought it up. Hewas skilled at hiding the questions in his eyes.
But his voice was softer, his tone more imploring. "How are you?" he'd say, and my
cheeks would flamewith shame. I had been telling myself it didn't happen. But the
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slight tilt ofhishead told me it did. All that life tmder my tongue. Or rather, on top of
it. And my own slender fingers had placed it there.
Meaculpa, mea culpa, meamaxima culpa. Father forgive me.Mother...
"This guiltyoucarry, this grief- it's like a broken leg," mypsychiatrist explained.
"One that's healed crookedly. We'll have to go backand rebreak it in order to put it
together correctly."
But I couldn't afford his treatments. Or so I told myself. Rocking back and forth
in the big leather chair, staring out the window at the highway. His forefinger in a
perfect curl abovehis upper lip. Thiswashis thinking pose. He waswilling to wait it
out, to wait for me to tell my story. Hewas the first to offer up flat open palms on which
I could placemy burdens. But I was payinghim for this, I reminded myself. And that
broken leg, crooked or not, it had healed. Wasn't that what he had said?
These cycles that won't stop, this spinning. I remember going to Adventureland, some
humid summer in college. This rinky-dink theme ipaikfull of cheap imitations,
placeholders for the real thing. There was a big barn, with pigs painted on it, or so I seem
to recall. It was the Fourth of July, maybe, and I was with some nameless"guy with dark
skin from a country far away. He was so excited. And he paid for my ticket, which was
all I cared about. That and the drugs.
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Inside the ride, the cool, sudden darkness. Then the suction, sticky palms flat
against the metal grill, knees bent intoVs. Lights flashing all around. Thewind ofa
makeshift tornado. He inched his hand along to touch his fingertips to mine, fighting
against the pressure.
Whowas this gay?\ thought. Bile rising, an excess of everything flooding my
system until I shouted at the guy in overalls to stop the ride, stop everything, just stop.
"Why you do that?" my date asked. The wrist of a small stuffed bear dangling
between two of his long fingers.
And I wanted to shout at him that the ride was out of control, couldn't he see that
man with his finger on the lever ready to fling us into oblivion? Couldn't he feel the air
escaping his liangs in brief ragged breaths, never to return again?
I shrugged my shoulders. I stumbled out of the sweltering still air into the air
conditioned bathroom, rested my forehead against the cool, cracked porcelain of the
toilet seat and retched for all I was worth. Relieved, I stared at my gaunt, white face in
the streaked mirror, flecks the color of an avocado sticking to the comers of my mouth
like the morning's toothpaste.
The timer on the oven beeps insistently. The smell of mushroom soup, the sweet salt
scent of the baked potato chips fills my nostrils. I am thinking of Ireland, of the sea,
when she interrupts me.
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"Thatrecord's over,why don't you change it? I'll get the tuna casserole."
I'm tooold for the gesture, but I rollmyeyes anyway. "It has four sides to it.
Mom. Yougrew up with the Beatles. It's not over."
Nothing betweenus isover. Thetension is taut asthe umbilical cordthat once
connected us. That once carried nourishment into the vast emptiness underneath my
ribs. But I don't voice this part.
I pull asidethe plasticarmand remove the record. It's flimsier than I expect,
wavering gently in myhand. I replace it into its sleeve, and take out the secondone.
Blowing the dust off first, I put side three on the deckand lock it into place. Skip the
needle to the second groove.
Yes I'm lonely, wanna die... Yes I'm lonely wannadie.. .IfIain't dead alreadyooh
girlyou know the reason why...
But the truth is I don't know the reason. I feel the soHdness ofmy flesh, how its
sleightweight forms small depressions in the foam of the couch cushions. Feel the fluids
in my stomach swirling at the smell of the food. How I have survived to arrive at this
moment seems like an incredible feat.
I don't believe in miracles. My one-month old niece was murdered. Her nine-pound
body left in a shopping bag by the Missouri River on a frozen morning in February. Two
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weeks laterwhen they found her father andhe toldthem the truth, nothingwas left for
us to bury. Atiny triangle of bone.
Strucksuddenlywith this, I couldhavegone either way. The habits I'd left
behind were right therewaiting. But something in meshiftedwhen I heard that sound
eruptingfrommy sister's throat: awail that traveled at a frequency lower than human
range. Thecoyotes in Colorado that used to hauntour backyard heard her and
responded. You see, there's something inherent in all of us, instinctive.
Jesus wept I'm not a Christian,but I relate to that passage. Grief is a universal
language. The whole world weeps. Even the water. And it was time for me to do it too.
To stop attacking whatever wasvulnerable insideme and let it loose. When I took my
sister's hand in mine that morning she squeezedand squeezed until our sweat coexisted,
our fingers fused together and all of our burdens flowed freely back and forth through
our veins.
After Mom leaves, I jog down the gravel road near my house. I feel the warm burn in my
sides. The gentle loosening of tendons that are stiff from a long day of standing still. My
lungs stretch to reach their small capacity - but no fluid resides there. This is pain I can
control.
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I lift my lefthand towipea sheen ofsweat offofmy forehead. Astray lock of
hair curls around my cheekbone, dries in the wind. Sweat frommy efforts streamsout of
from the hollowplaces underneath my arms. I lickmy lip and the sweat is saltyas tears.
The ribbon of road is like a river underneath my feet. The rubber soles of my
shoes catch and release like palms carefully threading out a fly line into the turbulent
waters. And like in fishing, I try to set goals. A perch today, a trout tomorrow. Out to
the stop sign and back today, but eventually, maybe, the horizon.
When I reach the house again, I put my hands on my knees, bending at the waist
to let my head hang lower than my lungs. Mymind no longer separate from my muscles.
I try to capture this moment: the breath coming so easily. The body I had tried so long to
destroy rewarding me with a strong heartbeat, a thrilling tingle in my fingertips.
The sun has just set, and the stars are starting to come out. Alone in my yard, I sit
with a sigh on the front stoop and stare up at them asmy metabolism slows. Without my
father as a guide, I have a hard time discerning which is Jennifer's, Alex's. Which one he
promised would be mine. But the world doesn't revolve around exact values, I've
discovered. It doesn't really matter if 1get it right.
Just before slipping inside I throw my arm in the air and point to one at random.
And then I make a wish, sure that it's a fooUsh one, before letting the screen door bang
shut behind me.
Sitting in the Chinese Garden I Contemplate
Well, everything, because that iswhat is expected
of one, like wiping the crumbs off of the counter
aftermakingtoast and putting the lid of the toilet
seat down. The tables are very low
and I'm lucky I onlyweigh a hundred pounds
because the stools are so small and squat
that even my cat's head would rise above them.
But because of all this, the light angles in
through the vaultedwindows in suchaway
that it lands directly on the pages ofmy open book
and I can't help but think that somethingout there,
perhaps something Divine, wants me to pay attention
to at least one sentence in a long day full of them,
(andfragments of them).Wants me to pause, with
a greasybut good bite of dim sumhalfwayto my lips
and ponder just this one moment illuminated
on the clean white page.
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A Path to the Lighthouse
Buildyour castle, stopcollectingstones, and theriverbedwillnot beyourhome.
-Patrick Wolf, "To the Lighthouse"
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I offer to take my mother to London, but she doesn't want to go.
"Oh, that sounds nice." Her hand dipping absently into the bowl of popcorn.
"You'd like it. Mom. They drink lots of tea. And it's not Lipton. Butyou've got
to getyour passport, and it takes at least sixweeks. That's why I'm telhngyounow. I've
got to get the ticketswhile they're on sale, somakeup your mind."
"Oh, honey, it's so great that you got to go to Ireland. None of the women in my
familywill ever get to do anything like that." Tearswelling up in her eyes.
I don't know if she's crying at the screen, or if somepart of her hearsme. Maybe
it's a combination of both. I want to buy the tickets, forge her signature, sneak her photo
while she sleeps and pack her suitcase in the middle of the night. She's fifty-four, not too
old for adventure. But I don't know how to get through.
My mother and stepfather have been together for fifteen years. They've taken
one vacation: to the Black Hills, in South Dakota. One state away. Brought me back a
shot glass, as if drinking is the onlyhabit they know I have. I can only imagine how the
trip really went. My stepdad wanting to try out some local biker bar, reminisce on his
days of riding the Honda that sits at the.side of our house. Mymother piursing her lips
and setting her jaw. Her eyes only daring to light up for a flicker of an instant as they
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stand in front ofMt. Rushmore. When I ask her about it, later, "It was so neat," is all she
will say.
"Youknow," she says, the husk of a kernel stuck to one of her teeth. "When do I
get to see something you're writing? Youwere always such a goodwriter."
I dug out the notebooks fromhigh school overChristmas. The poems about
smcide, about different ways to die. The marginal scribbles about how much I hated her.
The typical, teenage, apocalyptic bull. If she'd read them, I would've known. Would've
seen it in the set of her jaw.
So I don't know what her statement speaks of. I've come to believe everything •
she says lately is arbitrary. A repetition of something she heard someone say, once.
"Yeah? Which poem did you like best, Mom?"
She swallows. Looks away from the screen. Takes a drink of her black tea, with a
teaspoon of honey.
"Oh, Amy, I like them all. I couldn't choose." Her cheeks flushing a slightly
darker shade of pink. Suddenly she turns toward me. "Did I teU you where Mary is
going?"
Mary is our next-door neighbor. A widow who raised five children, one of them
schizophrenic. Her daughter used to bring me clothes ten sizes too big, not able to
fathom that they wouldn't fit ihe, hot realizing she was twenty years older, a hundred
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pounds heavier. But Mary took care ofher, up untillast year, when her crazy but
usually well-behaved daughter, hit herover thehead with thebase ofthe telephone.
"No, mom. Where's she going?"
"Macchu Picchu. It's in Brazil, I think. With that group of lady friends. You
know, they always travel together."
But I don't know. It's the first I've heard of such things. I knew her daughter
worked for the airlines. Knewthat we pickedup her mail while she visited her
grandkids in Texas. I know thatMary isat least ten years older thanmymother. But I
don't really keep in touch.
"Peru, mom. It's in Peru. I dated a guy from there once, remember?"
"Oh. Well, you know. Somewhere down there."
As if "down there" were only as far away asmy private parts. As if it were just as
exotic as that; I stuff some popcornin my mouth to keep from shaking her. Glue my
eyes to the pixels on her TV screen. Thesmall squares ofblack that addup to make a
pupil, the blue iris around it, the seemingly lonending white.
I know the whites ofmymother's eyesvery well. From looking at her while she
looks away at something else. On the TV, a man slaps a woman across the face. She falls
to the floor, into that perfect pose: one elbowbent to hold herselfup, hair across half of
her face, her dress riding up, the top leg bent at the knee. A few drops of blood are
oozing out of the corner of her Hp.
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"Not in front of the children," the woman says. Isn't everythingin front of "the
children"? I want to think no one is this ignorant. I want to think mymother is not.
I fight the urge to grab,the remote and shut the damn thing off. Or better yet, to
throw it out on the front lawn next to the waiting garbage. I want to knowwhat image
my mother's eyes will scan without the presence ofascreen. I don't remember the last
time I saw herengaged, animated, in love with amoment. I don't know if I've ever seen
her that way.
My father, Wayne, was inlove with the West. He was born inIowa, the same state his
hero, JohnWayne. The yoimgest ofthree boys, hewas practical by nature butalways
withthat dreamy spark ofidealism shining in thecomer ofhis eye. He married young, a
handsome man in an Air Force uniform, and fathered five children. The youngest of
these, his only son, you guessed it: JohnWayne Clark. My uncle's name is John, so under
duress, he'd claimto havenamedhis son after family, of course. The practical thing to
do. But in reality, poor young Johnny was named for a dream thathis mother wouldn't
follow, that would fail his father in the end.
Thiswas before I cameinto the picture. My father left his first wife, found my
mother working athis bank. Thirteen years younger thanhewas, pretty and petite, he
saw aglint ofmischief inher eyes as she passed around a tray ofchocolate-covered ants
and bees, apractical joke from thewomen to themen. This bitofmischief he knew, he
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recognized. So they married, he in ababy blue leisure suit, she in apurple flowered
dress, beehivehalfway to the ceiling. He adopted her two-yearold daughter.
Between them, they nowhadsixchildren, but shewantedanother. Forfive
years she wore him down, while they both lost their fathers to cancer andheart disease.
And then Jenniferwas born, not breathing. Myfather tookit asa sign to quit, but my
mother was lost in grief. And so sixyears after theirmarriage andmanyarguments later,
I finally came along into the inugginess ofaMidwestern fall, six weeks ahead ofschedule.
And as I started to crawl across the green shag carpet (which I swear is my firstmemory),
it was decidedthat Iwould not growup in this place. Thatmy father would follow the
old creed, "Gowest, youngman," his new family in tow. It wasdecided that.all their
dreams would be pinned on me.
So they packed the tan Buick. Baby on mama's lap. Littlegirlwith her palms
pressed to the glass in the back. Rocky, the Golden Retriever pacing the seatbeside her.
Father at the helm, steering the ship towards the NewWorld, where all of the answers
were waiting.
I dream of deserts. OfTibetan mountaintops. Of the interiors of rainforests, the air as
thick as blood. I dream of lying on a beach in Greece, the white sand slowly settling in
my skin, the rhythm of the waves causingmy scattered thoughts to still., Of life on a
boat, unmoored. In his memoir. AnotherBullshitNight in Suck City, Nick Flynn writes:
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"When everythinghasproven tenuousone can either move toward permanenceor move
toward impermanence." He was living onaboat in Boston Harbor at the time. And it's
easy forme to imagine myself next to him,grabbing the rough ropein mysmall, tough
hands and casting it offinto the water. Placing my palms on the stern and breathingin
the saltyair. Each breathmeasured, calm, settling mefurther into the notionof floating
with no goal in sight.
Three-thirty in the morning is a timewhen I findmyselfat the computer, fingers poised
over the keys, sometimes finding meaning, other times simply stalled. A time when I
find myselfstaring at a screen, like mymother, searching. But I remember a time, before
the divorce, when three-thirty was the magic hour at which Dadwould wake my sister
and me. Suitcasespacked from the night before, we crawled bleary-eyed from our beds
and stumbled to the Buick - already running and waiting in the two-car garage. He
placated us with chocolate milk and donuts. I don't know how he managed to appease
Mom.
A few hours later, as the sun woke us, I'd hear him humming "Moon River" in the
front seat. Next to him, Mother's head lolled sideways on her foam neck rest, softly
snoring. I was curled in the comer, while my sister hogged most of the back seat. She
was eight years older, so she had privileges. And she was cranky as hell in the mornings.
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Seeing me, bored and lonely in the rearview mirror, Dad would stop humming
and start singing me songs. Amysays&idalittle lake, Gndalittle lake, Hndalittle lake.
And I'd look outthewindow, trying my best. "There's one, daddy!" But it was just
standing water. No fish resided there, only mosquitoes, breeding inthe stagnant green-
brown water, preparing to swarm.
The origins of the word "stagnate" come from the Latin "stagnatum" which means,
"standing water." Like the lakes I thought Isaw through the car window as the highway
rolled on underneath us. Phil Collins, in his old band Genesis, wrote a song about
stagnation; Audiwill wait forever, beside the silentmirror, andGsh forbetterminnows
amongst the weeds andslimy water. And Iwant to think that this is part ofthe reason
my mother left my father: to fish for better minnows. Or perhaps she was just plain tired
of fishing.
But Iwasn't ready yet. My yotmg life had notyet reached apoint ofstagnation. I
want to understand her reasons, but I can't escape myownperceptions. I had bigger fish
to catch. I had hours left to spend atmy father's side, legs swinging over the edge ofthe
boat. And she took me away, to the cornfields ofheryouth. To a place where the only
water was the rushing, muddy Missouri River. Its stench and strong undertow. And the
stagnant pools that formed in the fields after each hard rain. The breeding grounds for
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mosquitoes, who waited for me to come out atnight, so they could suck outany hope
that was left in my tender flesh.
I have decorated mydesk area ynlh. pages ripped outoftravel magazines. Coral reefs
with bright orange sea horses, schools ofsilver fish, beautiful blue skies. Baobab trees in
Africa, womenwith blackclaypots balanced on their heads. A bamboo hut where a man
hangs in a hammock, a lemur perched on amangrove tree.
Mingled inwith the exotic are the famiUar: the clay outcroppings ofthe Colorado
National Monument, where I hiked last December. The alluvial fan in Rocky Motmtain
National Park, where Lawn LakeDam broke and killed two rangers the year we moved
to the mountains from Iowa. A river running through Montana, where rainbow trout
wait for me to learn a new trade, to castmy fly into the water, and take up the traditions
that were passed down to me.
When we'd go fishing, oh familyvacations, mymother looked so lost sitting in the
middle of the rented motorboats, the bright orange jacket belted tight aroimd her waist.
She was neyer relaxed like Dad was, his ankles propped on the lip of the boat. Her
nervous eyes darted around at the fluidwater asit lapped the aluminumsides. The
changing, mercurial nature of it that she couldn't bring herself to trust.
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But everything changes, I learned this early. She's theone who taught it tome,
while remaining rigid herself. In fluidity, I find solace. In stagnation, suffocation. After
too long in one place, I feel the invisible tugging in my center, the twitching in my hands
and feet. It's time togo. And I picture my father looking athiswatch.
No matter where wewere: the library orDisneyland, Dad neverallowed us to lose
track oftime. To linger in any, one moment too long. And maybe my mother, maybe
that's why she left him. Perhaps she found amoment all to herself, and itwas agood
one, so she allowed herself to stay. To capture all ofitsdetails, its every particle of
promise. As I look atthe whites ofher eyes, all that I can see with her pupils glued to the
screen, I thinkthatmaybe she's stiU there now. Maybe she's afraid if she leaves that
moment, she'll never find another one that's quite as good again.
"Mom!" I'mplucldng at the fabric onthecouch. Annoyed that her eyes have barely
scanned my face this whole conversation. "Seriously, we could go. We'llget a hotel a
block fi:om Big Ben. You don't have speak another language. It's notthat different. And
it could change your life."
"What?" The woman on the screen is nowmeetingwith her lawyer. He looks
like an xinderwear model, of course. His hand rests on her knee as he talks, ^d I'm
disgusted. But at least he's listening.
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I can feel my jaw settling into place, the bone becoming denser, heavier, welding
itself together. Inheritance is atricky thing. I rarely look atmy mother and recognize
parts of myself, but as I sit here, fuming, I realize this habit is inherited from her.
While studying Anthropology, I've learned that primates have ahighly evolved
sense ofmimicry. In facilities around thecountry, chimps are being taught sign
language. They share ninety-eight percent of our DNA. Theywear diapers, are raised
on bottles by researchers. Watching avideo on this, once, Iwas haunted bytheir all too
human eyes staring out atme from the screen. By their familiar looking thumbs tracing
their jawlinein the symbol that means "mother."
Biological or not, it seems, we can't help but want to be like them somehow. The
mother figures. The matriarchs. Lipstick smeared onmy cheek at three. Marching
around the house in heels. Theway I holdmyhands lacedbehind my neck during tense
moments at the movies. I can't escape it. I knowpartsofme are bound to reflectmy
mother's image. But noone can blame me for trying tomake parts ofher a little more
like me.
I take the nowemptypopcorn bowl from her hands andgorinseit out in the
sink. As the water runs, overflowing the rim, I breathedeeply, palms placedflat on the
cotmtertop. Impatience will get me nowhere. Turning the faucet off, I paste a smile back
onmy face andwalk back intomymother's living room to see howthe on-screen court
case is coming.
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Whenwe weren't fishing, we were haunting the hotel swimming pools. My mother sat
at the edge, dangling her legs into the cool, unnaturally blue water. I recall the
overpowering scent of chlorine. Sometimes, she dwade inup to her waist, but never
farther. I remember hating my swim lessons at age nine, glowering as the instructor held
his firm arm underneath me, kicking my little legs for all I was worth, her image in my
head the whole time.
Shenever learned to swim. Tells it asif she's not embarrassed, hides all traces of
wistfulness in her voice. ButI canstillhearthem, anundercxurent. Laughing around
thedinner table, she tells ushow thatboy threw herintoLake Manawa onSenior Skip
Day. How she screamed and flailed her fists at the too-yielding surface of the water, tears
streaming down her pale cheeks until someone yelled ather to putyourfeet down, and
she did. I can see her, standing, blushing, vigorously crossing her arms over herchest,
shooting daggers at the young man. I can't swim, she'd point out, instantly tummg all
blame, all fault in the situation, outwards away from herself. Something shestilldoes to
this day. Even now, as we laugh about it, I can see inher eyes that she didn't think itwas
funny at all, that she still doesn't think sonow.
I've decided theonly way toshowmy mother my world is to fully inhabit it myself. To
move as far away as possible untilshe comes tome. My stepsister gotmarried a few
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months ago in Las Vegas, and my mother and step dad went. Their first trip since South
Dakota. It wasso neat, she said. Though I haven't seen any pictures of anything but the
inside ofthe chapel. The details escape her, vagueness envelops her. But I keep thinking
ifI tryhard enough' I,can pullheroutofthe fog. Into a vivid world, alive and thriving.
That I can give her an image ofsomething she can cling to as she ages, hermemory fails,
and it seems there's nothing left.
Mygrandmother, my father's mother, started losing her memory at age eighty.
Or at least, that's when they told me about it. A fewweeksbefore they took her to the
home. Never once did she know who I was, her blue eyes cloudy and vacant. Once in
awhile she'd remember that my fatherwas her son, but out of three, she always chose
wrong. NoMom, it's Wayne. I knowit musthavekilledhim. Hiswhole life trying to
please her, to be good, all of it leading to thismoment in awhite-walled room, her limp
hand in his, calling him by his older brother's name.
I always paint my father in this light. The fallenhero. The dreamer who dreamed too
big. But the truth is we see things how we want to see them. My father has only
occupied three weeks a year ofmy Ufe since I waseight years old. But in absence, I
found room for unlimited use of the imagination. Of course the actuality of summers
with Dadwas never the perfect vacation ofmy dreams. But each year I had ample time
to forget, to fill my heart once more with excitement and anticipation. And each
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summer, as I stepped offthe plane, he'dalways bestanding there, at the endofthe ramp,
waitingforme,winking at me. Mischief in his eyes.
When I was thirteen, my father and stepmother took me to Gamden, Maine. A quaint
little seaside town that survived on the lobster business. I remember the bike trail
outside of our motel, figures pedaling throughthe fog eachmorning before the sun
gained enough strength to bum it away. I remember eating squid, mystomach revolting
against the strange food. Walking along the shore, fifty degrees evenin July, collecting
shells, most of them broken, wind whipping my hair into tangles.
Myfather is strangelyabsent from this trip. I remember him beingupsetwhen 1
complained about the seafood. Himstanding on the pier, pacing, while mystepmother
and I browsed the shops. And a trip on a lobsterboat, my small hands cUnging to the wet
metal rail, out on the grayAtlantic, the boat endlesslybobbing, the fog so thick there was
no land in sight. My father stood at the stem the whole time, alone, seeming to search
for something in the churning grey water.
If I think hard, I can remember this. But the image that comes most readily is one
of a young man, a crew member. He had tanned olive skin, green eyes, and curly blond
hair that my stepmother and I bonded over. I recall his hand enveloping mine to help me
back to shore. Our "Greek Adonis," we called him. My stepmother claims not to
remember him now, having had so many other memories with her aunt in that place.
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But when I think of Maine I can still see him, waving from the side of die red and white
boat, a lighthouse in the distance, awide white grin, a dimple in his leftcheek.
ButI don't wear the litde plastic pinwith wings on it anymore. No one directsme
through the corridors teeming withfamilies that Imust walk through alone. Although
when I visit, my father is still therewaiting at the exit, grumbling about howlongthe
baggage is taking to arrive at the carousel, the unsatisfactory coffee, Helooks meup and
downas if I never quite fit the image in hishead. Whydoyou havesomanyholesin
your ears? Yourhair is so dark.
I don't have the strength anymore to convince myselfhe's a hero. Once the truth
hasbeen faced, imagination won't conceal it any longer. When I seemy father, now,
he's just an old man, clinging to what's left of his life. And every time I tell him
1
something I've accomplished, he suggests something1might do instead. He'll find a
millionways to ask the sarnequestion: How areyou going to succeed? And I can't think
of an answer that will please him.
Justyesterday, my father and I visited the Space Needle in Seattle. We took a boat tour
around Elliot Bay. He stood next to mewith his digitalcamera ready to point and shoot
at the skyline and I tried to ignore how his hands shook with palsy as I squinted into the
sun. And how his blue eyes were turning slighdy milky at the edges, his white hair
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thinning. Whenwewalk up the stairs to Pikes Market after the tour, wehave to stop
every ten stone steps for hisheartto take a rest. Some sortofvalve problem that he s
never properly e^q^lained. And I have to remind myself that he'snearly seventy years
old, that he waswell into middle age when I wasborn. I take his arm,but he pulls it
away, hanging on to hisself-sufficiency as tightly as he does to the cigarette wedged
between his two trembling fingers.
Butwhat if this degeneration spreads? It's only natural, after all. Firsthis hands,
then his arms. Perhaps awheel chair to rollalongside me aswhen Iwalkdownthe aisle.-
If he even makes it that long. I don't even have a boyfriend at present. Can't even get a
date. If he doesn't see his youngest daughter married, I'll feel that I have failed him, that
I've failed myself.
But there's nothing for it." The groundwill level out. His heart will slow. I'll see
the sweat rolling down the backof his neck, from the top of his head, which is balding.
I'll offer him a drink of lemonade, but he'll reftise. He'll plunder forth on his unsteady
legs, ready for the next sight, the next sound, the next taste. For whatever it is that he's
stire is just around the comer, which will make him satisfied at last.
Mom has finally turned off the TV. She glancesoccasionally over my shoulder as I leaf
through old family albums. Every time I come home I drag them out firom under the
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coffee table, stare at the images as ifwilling the force ofmy gaze tocreate aportal, topull
us back into those days.
"Mom," I say, and point atapicture ofus atMesa Verde - aPueblo Indian village
in Western Colorado we visitedwhen I was four. In the photo Iwear a beadedheadband
bought from thesouvenir shop. My mother is walking ahead ofme and I am trying to
catch up. And I realize that now I am the one who has gotten ahead, who has kept
moving. That even though I often look backward I have notstalled my forward
momentum.
Fromwhere I sit, next to mymother on the couch, I feelmyselfinsistently,
invisibly tugging atherhand. And I can't help but want tobring herwith me into that
dream, then, ofsharing, completing, finding in solitude on the beach ananswer... that
VirginiaWoolf so clearly depicted inher novel. To theLighthouse. I am James, was bom
with his essence, forever looking back andseeing mymotherstill framed in the window
weonce sat in together. And if I ever get heroutofthe frame, she may very well say, So
that was the lighthouse was it? "How neat." Andturn her headback to the TV screen
without recording a single detail. And I'll take herhandin silence andremind myself,
No, the other wasalso theLighthouse. Fornothing was simplyone thing.
Inheritance
Is this how our ancestors lay
bodies with backs to each other,
bones bent into questions
In Southern Nigeria they bury
their dead like this:
the wives entombed alive
ne:d: to their dead husbands
Did just one manage to claw
her way out, struggle
to the surface and leave tracks
for some future archaeologist to find?
Or are women innately satisfied
with suffocation (fingers entwined
in their husbands' long cold hands)
Five generations of my family's women
were bom and have died
in the same place, borders
being something they lack
knowledge of - still ,rd like to believe
our Ancestral Eve was the first cartographer
that she put miniscule maps in our cells
so we could find our way back someday
Sometimes, I can sense it, when I map
constellations in the freckles on your back,
but I cannot trace the path of this silence -
or the molecules ofmatter that shift




The.van arrives in the middle of the night and we tumble out - disoriented fugitives
runningfrom what promised to be a sticky andboring Midwestern sumrner. Blue beams •
from hastily grabbed headlamps shoot outinto the air atmyriad angles, illuminating the
rottingwood of the longhouse we are to stayin, a screendoor that has long givenup
attempts to be flush with its frame, a patchofsodden grass. Ayotmg manwhose name I
didn't catch, who we've awoken from slumber, starts grabbing items at random out of our
trailer. The sleeping bags tuckedunder eachofhis armcouldbelongto the men, but he
isn't askingfor confirmation.He marches into the empty cabin ahead of us, tossingour
things on the dustywoodfloor. Seven small single bedson aluminum frames, a couple of
cheap dressers, a yellow swath of carpet meant to serve as a rug. He neglects to tell us
other women are asleep just beyond one of the three doors in the room.
"All set?" he asks, without waiting for an answer.
A few of the women look around the room and their faces change with dawning
familiarity. It seems the time for summer camp has arrived, though they thought they'd
outgrown it years ago. I, on the other hand, was never sent to camp. There were three
worlds I resided in: Mom's house, Dad's house, and the alternate reality in my head.
The other women giggle and unroll their sleeping bags. There is some bickering
over who gets what bed, and which drawers in the two cheap chests we are to share. We
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left agroup ofwriters, leaving for amonth-long retreat. Wehave arrived in a fit of
regression, tumbling backwards over themiles through time. To travel West, for me, has
always beenmoving back, not forward, in time. I fall asleep dreaming of themountains
ofmy youth.
At seven years old, I was uprooted from the Rockies —the onlyhome I'd everknown.
We lived on an acre of land with a fruit orchard, a vegetable garden, and Columbine
bushes out front. Large lilacbushes grewnext to the patio, filling the air with their scent.
Hummingbird feeders himg in at least three windows. Apple Drive. Basalt, Colorado.
Wewere a smallcommtmity nestledat the banks of the Roaring ForkRiver, ten miles
from Aspen. Our road was long andmade from gravel. Amiledown, across firom the bus
stop, someonehad horses, andmy sisterand I would climb the split-rail fence to feed
themapples. Coyotes oftenhowled at ourback fence. I heardthem in my dreams.
A drainage ditch firom a neighboring farmran through our backyard. At its banks
I collected earthworms with a boy whose name I've forgotten. He ate one once to try to
impressme, and he must'have, in his way. Another boy, or maybe the same one, the son
ofmy parents* friends, showedme his peniswhile we were playingwith matchboxcars.
I don't remember why. I don't remember if I told. I do remember thinking it looked Uke
an earthworm.
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Thewormswere for Dad's fishing trips. Twice ayear he'd let me tag along,
towing my Snoopy-embossed tackle box. I'ddangle over thelip oftheboat in aweb of
skinny arms and legs. If I felt a tug, he'd convince me it was just aweed, even if I knew
different. •Once, he let me reel it in: a small perch. But it wasn't big enough for us to
keep. Translation: good enough. Nothing was ever good enough, he taught me.
Everything can be improved.
This first earlymorning inWyoming I crouch next towhat isa river in this season - a
stream in dry times, rocking onmyhaunches as if I hadfour ofthem. Theground
beneath the rubber soles ofmysandals ismuddy, the area patched with tall grasses and
reeds. Eventhough I have spent the last fewweeks anticipating being able to try my
hand at fly-fishing, the current ofShell Creek isswift andbrownanduninviting.
It is the stark graydriftwood that catches myattention, the only thing not
perceptively moving. I have always beenfascinated by the colorgray: its many hues, its
many liminalstates. And the notion ofsomething that hasbeen petrified and left behind.
Petrified, but not afraid.
The pile of driftwood sitsscattered, yet solid as I try to placeit witWnthe rest of
the landscape. The red clay outcroppings towering above me, across the creek. The
damp soil my soles are sinking into. Likeme, it does not fit. It is merely an observer,
rocked back on its haimches, looking as if it might burst into flames at any second.
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Onourfirst free daywe travel to Cody, Wyoming. I stand outside ofa coffee shop,
owned by a rock climber and his wife. I don't tell him that I belong tohis tribe: thatIm
a fellow climber. I don't tell him how I revel in the sense of accomplishment that comes
with each hold I stick,knuckles locking in place, one step closerto finding the correct
sequence to the top.
I decide to phone an old friend who has just moved to Seattle. Both ofus
wanderers in strange cities. Hetells meIwould love it there. Howthe people thereare
faceted like jewels. How hewants to design abuilding for me. Each corner a quirk, each
staircase an achievement.
Down the street, a German Shepherd barks before diving under a bench. A
woman rides her bike, head thrown back into the wind. Dolly Parton's song "Jolene,"
blares from outdoorspeakers. I lean backin mymetal chair, take a long sip of espresso
and tell him the coffee here is as good as any in the Northwest.
"I couldstayhere," I say. leave everything behind..A pause. "I'd sendfor
the cats, of course."
I can hear him smiling on the other end; feel the tires of his old black Honda
rolling down the crampedSeattle streets. In our separate states, all sensesare engaged.
Neurons, aided by coffee, fire more than they have in months. The invisible line crackles
with possibilities.
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I am told thatwhen Iwas twoyears oldI toddled intothe living room ofourColorado
home and climbed intomy Grandmother's lap. My mass ofdark brown hairwas wild
and tangled from anap. Playing with herblouse buttons, I innocently asked herage.
"Sixty-one," she replied.
I looked at her in all earnestness and said, "When people get old, they die."
My grandmother livedwithus, then. In anapartment attached to ourbig, brick
house. Iwas too young to remember, really, butI imagine herholding myhand, walking
me to the bus forpreschool. Handing meaplastic trowel to helpher digin the garden.
Pulling up squash andleaflettuce. Snapping green beans into a colander at the picnic
table. Baking zucchinibread,monkeybread, banananut bread.
Now she's eighty-two, andshe loves toretell this story. Whenpeopleget old, they
die. To remind me that I am the."weird"grandchild. The only one to graduate from
college, the onlyone to move away. Yet shealso likes to remindmehow I have
inherited her hands. And when I sit v^th her, she strokes my long, slender fingers with
her own.
Back fromCody, we sit around the cabinwhile a thunderstorm rages outside. Tornadoes
touch down ten miles away. Outside, the sheep from the neighboring ranch bleat like
they are dying. I put on a CD to drown out the soimd, but the firstmeasure ofmusic
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sends me spiraling back to thatSaturday morning six weeks ago. Cross-legged onthe
blackfuton, in the livingroomofmy friendMatt's minimaHst Portland apartment. I am
reading thepoetry books his brother has checked out from the library, waiting for his
presence in thewhite-walled room. Whenit comes, he isbarefoot in sweatpants witha
lazy half-smile. His eyes alert and engaged as hestretches hisarms above his head and
bends hisyoga-toned body at thewaist to place his palms flat on the floor. Hetells me he
hasn't slept so well in days.
We'gotin well after four a.m. the nightbefore, but I'vebeen beyond boundaries
of time since I arrived. Not since I visited Ireland has a place seemed so ethereal. Every
front-yard is landscaped. Foliage hangs overthe streets and sidewalks, green and alive.
Eveii the air, cleansed daily with rainwater, is full of magic and possibility.
He strides over to the record player, eager to share his recent finds. A male voice
fills the room, tremulous and haunting. Losing, it comesin a cold waveofguilt and
shame all overme/Childhas arrivedin the darkness, the hollow triumph ofa tree. I am
closeto tears. I gaze at his face and for the first time he doesn't look nervously away. But
his arms are folded tightly across his chest and he is rocking slightly on his heels.
"Letme show you the garden," he says and laughs. Hismouth working awad of
gimi. That distinctive quirk 1remember.
We step out onto a single square of sidewalk at the edge of a small area of mud
and grass. No plots of squash grow here. No green beans, no lettuce, no fruit trees. Not
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even a picnic table adorns his tiny yard. But I slipmy sandals off anyway and make
tracks around the perimeter with the soles ofmy feet.
"It s wonderful," I say.
He stands in the doorway watching me, working his wad of gum.
The mountains faded from my background when my mom packed the Plymouth Voyager
and took her girls down from the mountain. We came to inhabit a state that looks like
graph paper from an airplane. Each agriciilturalplot nearly identical. The only thing
that jutted out into the horizon was the Woodmen Building in the Omaha skyline, across
the Missouri River.
We had crickets in the basement, water beetles in the bathroom. Every time it
rained, it flooded, ruining items from my past one by one. Grandmother's rocking chair,
the couch I had lain sick on, board games, Christmas decorations, a framed family photo.
I learned what a sump pump was, learned to pile beloved items on the curb and call them .
"trash." A tornado hit in 1988, three months afterwe moved. The top of the neighbor's
sycamore tree was inches from our front door. The Venetian blinds flapped on the
windows asmy sister and I ran downstairs, eventhough the windowswere barely
cracked. A house three blocks awaywas ripped fromits foundation as the family offour
huddled in the basement beneath it.
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I told myself itwas temporary. Itwas just ahouse. I didn't belong toit. I hid on
the stairwell or in the bathroom, immersing myself in books. AnythingI could getmy
hands on. I checked out the maximima six at the library at every visit. When Momwas
too busy totake me back, I resorted to reading the Medical Dictionary, or our set of Funk
andWagnall's encyclopedia. Ateight, Iwas already amental escape artist.
The song slowly fades, and I grow to inhabit my senses again. The sheep from the
neighboring ranch are still crying. Maybe they feel displaced, too. Maybe they miss
theirmothers, their fathers, the pastures oftheir birth. Theyare recentlyshornandred
paint adorns their sides. Numbered just like the cliche. But I don't plan oncoimting
them. I'll allow them that much dignity. -
I walkdown the road to DirtyAnnie's, the local hangoutthat serves as cafe,
grocery, souvenir shop and bar. All thelocal gossip transpires ontheporch. The men
wear Stetsons andchaps, Carhart jeans and spurs. Some sport handlebar mustaches. Art
ismade from pieces ofold tack. Bits ofdialog float through myears. "Chasin' girls and
drinkin' whiskey." "Purty good." "Dark-thirty." Aman says he got his degreefrom
HKU. "Hard Knocks University," he explains.
A black horse is tied to the post out front. Rainclouds threaten, but don't deliver.
The old board creaks, the dust rises and settles like the tide. The bottomless cup of coffee
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is good andwill sustain me through this lazy Sunday that drawls on in theway ofthe
West. I am content to fade into the backgfotmdof this quiet afternoon.
Quiet, that is,until the busload oftourists comes for food, buggyrides, homemade
icecream. Theylineup to havetheir pictures takenwith a "real cowboy." From my
perch on the porch, I try to suppress abemused smile. Knowing all toowell that I am
just asmuch an outsider as they are.
In her essay "WritinginWyoming," Annie Proulx says; "Ihavealways beenin an
outsider's position - perhaps the natural stance ofawriter, though the outsider's eye is
common to all humans." In this instant, on the agingporch, it is easy for me to smile up
at the proprietor and his wife. Tonodmyheadknowinglyat how the tourists have
turned them into caricatures, how they have gotten a cheap show. But haven't I gotten it
too? The day is slipping away. And eventhough I inhabit the moment, nothing lasting
will come of any of this.
Summerswere spent at Dad's house in California. He lived in the retirement community
ofVentura. I spent the afternoons rollerblading to the Shellstation. The librarywas
too far away. I had to wait until weekends and beg to go to Barnes and Noble. Dad
eventually gave up and let me read his books. Among them were Louis L'Amoiur's
westerns, Dean Koontz's suspense stories, Robert Ludlum's political thrillers.
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Within a ten-block radius, there was one girl near my age. As a last resort, I
would play withher. She had a sno-cone machine, and a pair ofroller blades. We'd
skate around the block, talk about celebrity heartthrobs. I'd watch her practice
gymnastics. She was half-Jewish, with olive skin, andcurly hair thatwas almost black.
She reminded me of the best friend I'd left behind in Colorado. I avoided her as much as
possible. I stayed indoors, huddled in Dad's easy chair reading orwatching movies.
Except forthe skating, Iwanted little to do with the California sun. My landscape
wascontained in memory. In inner oceans, valleys, and peaks. In my head, I went to the
gray shores of the Atlantic. I was older. I hada dog, a Siberian Husky. Iwore long
skirts,wool sweaters, and knee-high boots. I read books on the beach. I watched the fog
roll in and out. The waves crashingagainstthe breakers. The lobster boats bobbing
where grey seameetsgrey sky. I inhabited myimagination. No one couldtouchme
there.
After a brief return to camp, I find myselfbackat Dirty Annie's for the Fridaynight
bonfire. We sit on stumps culled fromwhat was once a very large limb of a Cottonwood
tree. The fire blazes inside a ring of stones. I think of how old this technique is, how we
intuited or inherited it. The dry grass poking through the cracks catches fire, but burns
out quickly. I could sit and watch it until morning. But the whiskey makesme antsy.
Bushmills, in a makeshift flask. I drink it straight, true to my Irish roots.
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Around me, the buzz of conversation is a comforting white noise. Everyone
glows, from the fire, from the fresh air. Acowboy sings Townes Van Zandt, while a
young man with aguitar stumbles through the cords. Maybe shejustwants tosingforthe
sake ofthesong. Even when hepauses inhis playing for long lengths oftime, the old
cowboy keeps on singing.
There are seven verses to "Homeon the Range," he tells us. Bet you didn't know
that. And it's true, I didn't. It's also true that at this moment, I do feel home. I've
forgotten, for themoment, theharsh winds. How they strip myskin cells away, make
mefeel exposed, naked. Howtheymake the dustsettle in everycrevice.
Headlights shinein the small gravel parking lot. A small hatchback pulls up, its
cargo: what I'vebeenwaiting for. Secretly, I wishfor thosestrongarms, carrying a case
ofGoors Light, to come encircle me bythe fire. To holdthewarmthin,while it lasts. To
keep the lastlayer ofskinfrom blowing away. To offer some protection. But I'll settle
for conversation—flowing like water through this dry land. And a hand, to help me over
the makeshift bench, steadying me, if only for a moment.
I read somewhere once that the French haveno word for "home".Using the internet
instant translation, I tried to translate the word from English to French and got maison as
a result. Typing in "house," I received the same word. To the French then, I deduce,
home is stone and mortar, brick and glass. A solid foimdation built with strong arms, and
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two able hands. Andmaybe it's because theydon't have our penchantforhousing tracts
of identicalA-frames with cheap aluminum siding, that they needn't distinguish the
residence from the home. Ormaybe it's because the housewas once so central to being
that the language never evolved to include shifting attitudes toward temporality.
I live in a maison, but it is not home. I transpose the words as readily as anyone
else, but I don't mean it. Home is a sensation, a slowswelhng of something old in the
blood. It'swalking downthe beach on theAtlantic shore, feeling the chaos ofmy
thoughts suddenly settle. Staring at spirals ona green hill in Ireland, feeling myfingers
remember tracingthe shape. It'smylips lingering toolongon a newlover's back, sureI
have tasted this skin before. The tears in my eyes as the train pulls away firom a place I
have only justbegun to inhabit, acitywhere I never looked over myshoulder, but forged
aheadinto everymomentwith the sure certaintyof someone who belongs justwhere
they are in that instant.
The California summers and the Iowawinters grew longer. I never grew out of learning
to retreat. From the sim, from the cold, from myself. I had few friends, fewer
boyfriends. Byhigh school, I still read voraciously. But I had fpimd other meansof
escape aswell: I wrote poetry, smokedpot, watched movies. I went for longwalks in the
middle of the night. I sat in the back corners of coffeehouses in Omaha, while Mom sat
up and worried.
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Iwas too far inside ofmyselfto cause anyoneelse any trouble. Lateat night,
whenmyparents wereout, I sliced lines into my skin with razor blades. Watched the
blood drip into thewarm water ofthe tub. The Bell/arlay open, face down on the lidof
the toilet. Flickers of longing for deeperwounds passed through my thoughts. ButI
wasn'tquite readyfor that. These scars, theywouldn'tstay. I wore longsleeves to hide
the damage.
The Smithsonian Institute's Natural History Museum dedicates a rather large wing to
j
housing its gemstone collection. The Hope Diamond being, of course, the museimi's
prize asset. It spends all dayinsideits bullet-proof display case, twirling slowlybefore
the crowd of onlookers like a ballerina in those music boxes mothers like to give to
daughters. The hallways containing the rest of these precious stones, polished to
perfection, are always thronging with visitors. Diamonds can be red, black, pink, blue,
yellow, or white. Sapphires, my birthstone, which I had previously thought only had one
hue, can actually be blue, pink, purple, yellow or green. They can also be deep red, in
which case they are called a Ruby.
The most talented lapidaries in the world encase the gems in precious metal in
every shade of platinum, silver, and gold. They have been cut to give off such sheen that
any self-respecting girl would buckle at the knees upon viewing them.
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When I visited the Smithsonian, I may have felt a twinge of jealousy or two, but
for the most part, I wasn't interested. Instead, I lingered in the back hallways, where
they keep the asteroids and moon rocks. The ones that brought back memories of
primary school field trips to the planetarium. You're allowed to touch these. And 1
thought how if life ever existedon theseneighboring celestial bodies, it flashed sobriefly
even the rock didn't have time to record it. At least, not the rocks that fell burning
through our atmosphere. When I want to record a moment according to my sense of
time, I write a poem. When the Earth wants to write a poem, it hardens into rock.
Out here in Wyoming, we kneel down in front of dinosaur tracks bigger than my
father's palm. Evidence of tail drag runs between the three-toed impressions in the
sandstone. A geologist, head of the camp we are staying at, shows us bulges on boulders
that are bigger than my head. These, he says, are where the flat feet of the herbivores
sank into the sodden soil. Where the earth decided to remember them, to allow them to
say: we were here.
In Rising/ram the Plains, part of a quartet of nonfiction works exploringNorth
Americangeology, JohnMcPhee explores howeach layer of rock tells a story. He
follows geologists around, listens to their stories, then translates them into the written
word.
I cannot look at a landscape, like,a geologist, and see its history. In the
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Museum, I am most attracted to the uncut stones, the rough and random shapes of them.
I am taken by the feet that no matter how intuitive I pretend I might be, I would never
guess what dazzlingpossibilities lie inside them.
At seventeen, I drove down to Missouri, toward my future, in the middle of a heat wave.
Ninety-five degrees in the shade, a himdredpercent htmiidity. No elevators or air-
conditioning to aid us in moving to the fourth floor of the dormitory. Sweat pooled in
the small of my back. Andy, a fnend, carried boxesup the stairs behind me. I smiled at
h^vn over my shoulder as I set down an armful of bedding on my new mattress. A metal
frame attached to the wall. It was a tense smile, a forced smile. I had never seen such
close quarters.
Andy had offered his services for the move. He drove me down in the car he'd
once tried to teach me to drive in: a stick shift I never mastered. Mom and Grandma
came separately and got a flat on the way down. They had to use the donut and drive 55
all the way home. They left me alone with him, with that town, at a slow crawl.
Maryville, Missouri has seven bars and a Wal-mart. A Hardees that never closes.
No bookstore. No libr^ to speak of I was glad Andy was staying for a couple of days. I
had a few friends there, but I welcomed the company, to ease me into my new state. The
August days grew longer. I avoided my roommate, my room. Andy left for home, but
called a couple of days later. We'd known each other two weeks, not much more. He
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was coming back. To go to school with m6. Iwanted adean break, but I didn t have the
I
heart to say so. I can't remember what I did say, but I hoped theunease in my voice was
apparent.
It wasn't. His roomwas across campus, which was not far enough. His roommate
had aConfederate flag hung onthewall along witha cowboy hat, andagun rack. But
the roommate was barely around. I'd turn thecomer for class, andAndy would bethere.
He'd need to t-alTc. We'd have the room to ourselves. He'd lock the door.
"It's important. I don'twanthimto interrupt," he'd say.
Important: "Carrying orpossessing weight or consequence." Important: "bearing
on; forcible; driving." His leanframe pressing meto the bed. His thumb and forefinger
\
encircling myleftwrist, pinning it to themattress. Blue plaid sheets withmyblood on
them.
It had been ten years since I was led frommy home in the mountains. Ledby my
mother's hand to the car. Ledby Andy's hand to his room. At that moment, drowning in
fluids, his and mine, I was further from home than I had ever been. I had moved to
Missouri to find a new place to belong. But it used me and spit me out. The heat
continued to rise. I was sweat and skin. Nothing more.
I harbor this secret fantasy that my father never sold our house in Colorado. That
somewhere, hidden in his will, he's left it to me, explained how he rented it out these
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past twenty years. Howhe cultivated mydreams for me, with the secret knowledge that
only parents have of what their children truly want.
The property value is nearing, if not over, halfa million dollars by now. Butit
means much more than that to me. It means my legspumping the cool mountain air.
For the first time learning to propelmy bodyhigher, ashigh as the chains on the swing
would let me reach. The toes ofmy sneakers pulling me toward boundaries that seemed
limitless.
It means a mountain for a backyard, coyotes singingme iuUabies, reminding me
how human I am; how alive. Remindingme of the true primal home we all hail from. It
meansmy fingers fumbling through the soilof the garden,planting zucchini, leaf lettuce,
green beans, tomato vines. Food I could followfrom start to finish. Dreams I could see
to their end.
But I've read his will, found it in a file cabinet, snooping once while he was at
work. The house isn't there, I try to tell myself. And perhaps this last
burst of hope stems from the fact that anything lasting is invisible. The knowledge that
what matters lies in memory or in dreams, in fragile hopes placed delicately on another's
palm as you say goodbye in a dry Wyoming morning.
The morning after the bonfire, I saygoodbye to the few friends I have made here. Take
one last lookaround at the close quarters wehave kept. Close quarters where instead of
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feeling suffocated, I felt safe. In Missouri, allI'dwanted was to bealone. Andthen,
suddenly, stripped insideout, I neverwanted to be aloneagain.
It's true that I'vegrown a littleweary ofthewomens' chatterbefore bedtime.
Andof the rudimentary amenities ofthe camp. Ofnot evenhaving a bathroom to lock
myself in for apeaceful bath. Ofshowering three feet away from another naked form.
But I'll miss the bond that formswhen everyone is out of his or her element. When we
arealone, put ofcontext, together. Myhand lingers in another's fora briefmoment, then
releases. Mymiddle finger sliding slowly down the centerofhispalm as if to leave an
imprint there.
We all climb into the van. Someof us are going home. I am returning to the
house I rent, the maison, where my two cats arewaiting for me. They will be my sole
companionsthe next sixmonths. Theywill sit next to me while I read and write. While
I grade papers late into the night. While I curl under the covers and cry. Until the time
will come to pack up the boxes. Then they will look at me curiouisly, as I put them in
their carriers, set them on the seat next to me. We will pass this place on our way West.
But we will leave it behind. '
. . We'll arrive, through wind and snow, on the other side of the mountains. To
Portland, City of Roses. The weather will be mild. A gentle mist will be falling. Strong
arms will be waiting to help us unload. They will belong to a man I know, or to one I
havenevermet. I'll holdmy tongueout to catch the drops. I'll offermy full face to the
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cleansing water. Theman and I will laughas I twirl around on my new lawn. My three
square feet ofgarden, with nothing planted in it yet. Noseeds, no rows ofbeans; only
empty, waiting soil.
I'll kickmy shoes off andmake tracksin the mud, knowingfullwell that the
imprintswon't be preserved, that the sandwon't wash over them and harden into stone
to say: this is whereI walked. The rock that will formwhen my footprintsare longgone
will haveno trace ofmy existence, and I won't mind. Because I'll know that someday,
someonewill look at this ground, and read a story in it, even if the evidence isn't there.
My Mother Brings Me Grapefruit
It's such a misshapen fiiiit, and nothing like the other
that shares its name, but that's why she likes it -
because it's paradoxical. And besides, she says,
he brought them to me all the wayfrom Texas.
To tell you the truth, I'dforgotten about them,
I confess two Sundays later: the two odd globes
rolling around my produce drawer
among the wilting lettuce, a few tomatoes,
an onion growing mold.
Their skin like a soft sunset: pale yellow,
muted orange, a bit of pastel pink.
I set one on the counter, while the coffee gurgles
in the background like a contented child.
I find the midpoint with a paring knife and divide
the fruit, save one half for later and commence
the delicate process of freeing each section from its hold.
The fhiit like a wheel on the plate.
And it could be because all afternoon
I've been reading Boethius, but I imagine
old Fortuna looking down from the sky,
saying. This is the true hruit ofthegods,






The first person I remember missing was Melissa. After Mom moved us out of the
mountains, down to this shit city by the muddy Mississippi in the corner of Southwest
Iowa. When I came home from school there was nothing to do but wander around the
sidewalks or shut myself in the attic stairwell and read. No swing set or sandbox in the
backyard, no blood sister living across the street.
In fact, there weren't any children near my age on the block. No one whose
house I could escape to and hear stories of Hanukkah or eat artichoke hearts with for
dinner. No one around with a grandfather who would agree to prick our fingers in the
bathroom, band aid them together for that magical minute, grinning as he held the inside
of his wrist near his face to count. Skillfully hiding the blue numbered tattoo. There was
not a single little dark-haired, olive skinned girl who could loan me the stuffed Gremlin
she got after she had her appendix out while she playedwith my green CareBear. The
lucky one I gave to her when I moved away surethat shewould always bemysister. The
truth is I haven't heard firom her in over twenty years.
Nikita
Mother insisted thatwecall her"Princess," because Nikita was too long and too
hard to say. She was afraid she'd look silly calling out that strange Russian name up and
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downthe street. Butit was mydog, andNikita was her name. When we firstbrought
her homeshe hved in a boxin the Hving room, yelping through the night, missing her
mother, peeing onmy Pound Puppies sleeping bag. Daytime, she'd hide under the
microwave cart in the kitchen,watchingmymother's feet paceback and forth across the
floor.
In December, when she was a few months old, she got to experience her first
Christmas. She tore into the wrapping paper with her teeth. And just like a child, she
was more thrilled bytheprocess ofrevealing than theactuality ofwhatwas inside. My
step dad received anewsetofbarbells, andbecause Nikita was a Siberian Husky, a
"working dog," he attached oneto hernewblue harness with a piece ofbaling twine and
laughed as she draggedit around the room.
When myparents went out, she'dwatch in thewindowuntil their tailHghts
disappeared and then jumponto the couchwhere theywouldn't allowher. And every
night she slept in my bed, underneath the covers on her side, her head on the pillownext
to mine; patiently waiting for me to wakeup and take her for walks in a climate she was
never meaint for. Or tie her up to the chain in the yard because my parents were too
cheap to put in a fence.
Each brushing I gave Nikita would yield a paper grocery sack full of hair. I
remember wanting to weave a blanket out of it once but not knowing how. We had four
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good years together, or maybe it was three. It's been so long the only thing I remember is
the bite she gave to that woman, and how it meant I had to leam, again, to say goodbye.
Madison
I only saw her once. Drove the two hours to my mother's home on a cold January
morning, just before the start of term. We stayed huddled inside the house, my mother,
Madison and I. Babysitting while my sister was at work. She was just a few weeks old
and the first grandchild in the family. Nine pounds of sweet soft skin. Her blue eyes
were alert and rolling around the room, one of them a little lazy, giving her a dazed look
of wonder.--Mom would prop-Madison-on her forearm, her little legs dangling over the
crook of Mom's elbow and they'd do what we called "Grandma's swing." Madison would
rise a few inches into the air and the smilewould come, the small squeal of delight.
When I laid her down for a nap, a little later, 1stretched out next to her on the
bed, brushed my lips across her flushedcheek. I could smellmy sister'smilk on her face.
In a softvoice I laid out our plans for the coming years: the trip to the zoo, the bedroom
I'd do up for her in my house. How I'd buy her a plane ticket to come and visit me,
because even then I knewIwas already onmyway outofthisplace. I justdidn'tknow
she was, too.
And at her ftineral, a few weeks later, my fingers wanted nothing more thanto
reach out and touch her one more time. But the small, white casket was empty. Asecret
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wekept from mysister. How does one inform agrieving mother, remind her ofthe
natural processes that must still go on? Itwas winter, andthe animals were hungry. All
that was left was a bit of bone. And the pink string of a balloon, sliding through my
fingers as I walked out onto the icychurch driveway, oneofhundreds floating up into
the gray February sky.
Nicole
I remember her choking on a nacho, across the choir room, my breath catching in
mythroat asI ran to pat her on the back andher loud echoing laughafterthe chiphad
been ejected, cheeseall over my shirt. The long drive to Lincolnlate on a Fridaynight
for food at the Rock and Roll Runza. Vanilla Cokes and French fries.. .a large sundae
wheeled out by girls in roller skates. All for an hour of flirting with a man who was gay,
but she never gave up. And I "took one for the team,"because I owed her.
In high school she drove me the long two hoiurs to Maryville, Missouri, so I could
meet with my college age boyfriend behind my parents' backs. She lay in a borrowed bed
in silence listening to us kiss, never having had a boyfriend of her own. And she was the
one I went on senior graduation trip with down to Kansas City and St. Louis because we
couldn't afford "the islands." Her car radio broken, so we had to sing an off-key rendition
of "Date Rape" by Sublime the whole way down. Well, I was off key, Nicole had a
beautiful voice. And she'dsing tomethe songs from her favorite off-color, off-broadway
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musicals. The ones that only Nicolewould seekout and find the sheet music for. And
then in St. Louis the GeoMetro deathtrap died and her step dad came down with a trailer
to haul oi^asses backhome. And we abused the short-wave radio to its fullest extent.
And Iwassure, again, that we'd always be friends. And I waswrong this time too.
And now I can only think of her, in the crazycostumes she'd make for Japanese
anime conventions. Her hair that was sometimes comrowed, dyed pink, platinum blond.
How she bubbled over with forcefulopinions, sure she possessed the magic to bend the
world to her will. How her own will defeated her in the end, abandoned her until all
that was left was a shell of a self, lying in a white casket, her face made up darker than it
ever was in Ufe, looking older, smaller, and so far from peace that I could barely rest my
eyes upon the scene.
Under an Orange Moon
The jar slips out ofmy hand. Glass shatters. A dull yellow spreads slowly across
the cold tile floor. I clean it up with a whole roll of paper towels, tears diluting the mess
of mustard. I scrub furiously at the stain, not realizing that I'm rubbing it in, that I'm
making sure the yellow tinge will haunt the floor forever.
At home, my roommate is in her bed. Her body bruised, the skin on her knees
shredded. Band-aid wrappers litter our bathroom trashcan. AsI got readyfor work this
morning, I saw her through the crack in the door, her knees pulled up to her chest. I
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made coffee, sat at the computer, jiggled the mouse like I always do to rid of the
screensaver and read the Sunday Tjizze^ online. But I wasn't prepared for hernews. The
typed words waiting for me that blurred on the screen as I read them. Violence.
Violation. The open document the only way she could say it.
And when we talk, later, I can envision the scene in my head. The blood spatter
on her tank top. Leaves tangled in her hair. Bruiseswhere they shouldn't be. And "up
there," he didn't leave fluids, but dirt. As if the whole business wasn't dirty enough.
How do I tell her I've spent years trying to get clean? That what he left behind is there
to stay.
Survivors
Nearly all the women close to me have lost something dear to them. A breast to
cancer. Their sense of security to rape. A loved one to suicide. A child. And now I must
welcome another into the grim halls of the Survivor's Club. Another victim. Another
grief-stricken girl. I must hold my roommate's hand at the police station, while she
makes a recorded phone call that we hopewill be enough to arrest the man who hurt
her. While shebravely holds back tears for all the pieces ofher he took away.
Nomatter howmuchtimepasses, or howmuchlove fills your life, some scars
never heal. I still wake sometimes, fetal and frightened, eyes darting around the room as
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ifAndy were still in it. I cling towhoever is withme, sure that Iwill die if I letgo. It's
funny how hard wegrieve for the lost parts ofourselves. Harder, I think, thanwewould
ever grieve for anyone else. Strange how precious ypur own life becomes toyou after it
is torn and shattered, the pieces ofyour heart rippedfromyou and nearly blownaway.
But I don't know how to tell her this. And when the phone call is over, and she
doesn't reach him, doesn't gather the evidence she so dearly needs, I'll tellher howI've
moved throughit, and thewomen I have known. Each ofus in different ways. Eyeing
the large scrapes on her legs, I'll tellherhowimportant it is to heal. Herhandsqueezed
in mine, I already feel her pulling inward, pulling away.
And I won't lie to her. I'll have to tell her that it's a journey one must eventually
make alone. I remember her getting ready to go out that night, her curls piled on top of
her head, a ruffled skirt with yellow flowers on it. Standing in the bathroom doorway I
teased her. Told her she looked like Shirley Temple. And it's true she seems so young to
me, the younger sister I never had. Following in my footsteps just a little too closely this
time. And when we arrive home from the police station I can already see her eyes
turning a darker shade of green. Hardening, as the last vestiges of the young girl smiling
broadly into the mirror get ready to leave... No - they're already gone.
I have akeady decided
Sister, your child is cold and languid
long removed from the love of this world
I once laid my cheek next to her
flushed face and we shared secrets, she told me
how sweet was the scent of your milk -
that is all I have left of her
now you and I tell our own tales,
through the static over the cell - you say
you are trying again, and I chastise
your blue collar lifestyle, your deadbeat boyfriend
but maybe in your way you are much
braver than I, as you kneel in sweats
every Sunday in the snow by a headstone
I have yet to see, as you tirelessly try
to leave your legacy in this world
Most days, I only want what's immediate,
without care of consequence -
the hope having long slipped off my fingers
like a glove that rarely kept the warmth in -
if I am late next week, I have already decided




My sister was gaining on me. Her footsteps reverberated through every floorboard in the
house. I'd been found out. I had to hide before shelocked me in the closet, orworse.
"Damn it Amy,where are you?"
Imuffled a giggle from inside ourcloset. The door swung open.
"Get out here, you little shit!"
•Her fingernails sharp inmy skin, my hand gripping the frame, paint peeling,
sticking to my flesh - "Fine, you want to stay in there?" And she slammed the door on
my fingers.
"She did it herself, mom." Tina's eyes rolling, while I cried. Theydidn'tbelieve
her, ofcourse. The nail onmy left ring finger turned black before it fell off. Iwas five,
but I remember it. I wouldcome to define her by it, measure every meanthing shed
done.
It usedto be tradition. Every yearsomeone would takea pictureofMom andDad
carrying their presents in one tall stack out ofthe living room. Then it was Mom
carryingher presents. And Dad carrying his presents. In separate houses. Nowno one at
all. I stoppedbringing a camera. Until this year, with the new babyand all. Mysister's -
not her first one.
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In my arms, she smiles up at me. One eye is open, unfocused, wandering around
the room. We're gonna be great pals, I can tell. I'll be her favorite aunt. Already I relate
to her. Unfocused. Wandering.
My sister walks in on us, pulls her daughter from my arms. I suck in a deep
breath at the sudden sense of emptiness, crossmy arms over my chest and remember
Madison, my first niece, the one I'll never hold again.
I used to take ski lessons. I was good. I was the next Picabo Street. We all knew it. See
there? That's me, in the purple snowsuit and the three sizes too big bright red goggles.
Down the slalom run in 37 seconds at seven years old. I told you I was bom gifted.
See that window? That's the lodge. My sister's in there somewhere. Drinking
hot cocoa, getting boys' phone ntunbers. She was always on the damn phone. I
remember that much. Shepretended to hate the snow. Shepretended to hate
everything. I was the winter girl, snowmen in the yard, our parents gone and Tina
locked in her room, the cord trailing out underneath the door.
Sure, those skis are in the basement now, but I'll take it up again sometime. What
do you mean they won't fit?
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I look at my sister, search for recognition. A cigarette hangs from her mouth. I quit a
year ago. We look nothing alike. Her hair is dyedmaroon, for the moment. Mine is dark
as ever. Sheused to be the pretty one. The cheerleader. I wanted to beher. Shenever
knew it.
She scrutinizes my perfectly shaped ass asshe walks by. Gbi/you're so skinny.
Perfect is what she means. If only she knew.
They're having a party. We have to stay in our rooms. But first we get daiquiris. Virgin,
of course. Tina glares at me. Maybe if I weren't alive, they'd let her come to the party.
That's what the look says.
I sneak out to go to the bathroom, or get a glass of water. The memory is foggy
now. I remember a clown. Two women in one big polka-dot dress. One woman dressed
like an Indian with her arm around dad's shoulders as they saunter down the stairs.
We mix drinks in the kitchen. Hie baby is asleep. Southern Comfort and a splashof
cranberryjuice. Mom's is just the opposite. Tina's somewhere in between. "So, girls...."
We lookanywhere but at each other. I start thinking of triangles, how the third element
always manages to upsetthe balance ofduality. Mom. Tina. Amy. The third.
"IthinkI hear thebaby," she mutters, and leaves usalone, together.
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"Whyain't yougota boyfriend yet?" She talks thisway. Got her GED whenshe
was twenty-nine. She's got to hit the only way she knows how. Andeven though they
all think I'm luiflappable, I feel it. I collectmoments like this.
Iain't lookinThat's what I want to say. Or, maybe I'm into chicks. You ever
think ofthat? Butshewouldn't get it. AndI love her toomuch. I'd feel the guiltfor
days. I'dsweat it outthrough my pores. I shrug, chug thedrink. I over-exaggerate the
soimd of my satisfaction.
From where we stand in the doorway, I can see the presents in the living room.
Theshinypaper, the gold ribbon. Theperfectly coordinated decorations on the tree.
Somewherein that pile are the misshapen ones that I brought. Probably hiding in the
middle, toward the trunk. Somewhere in that pile is the blanket I bought for the baby I
still don't believe won't die.
Nineteen and he said, Let'sgo toJuarez. We'11 drink the dust - weII eat the worm.
Shifting into third, his tires spewing gravel. But I wanted to get out of the flatlands - the
prison of these open spaces. There's nowhere to hide when the horizon stretches on
forever.
I didn't see it coming, right under my nose. Sister,why didn't you warn me?You
were the first to leam how they can trick you into trust. Myblood on his sheets,my
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footprints across the landscape for all to see. Broken in and down Hke a horse. Still wild
inside.
You spilled blood too that year. Your first child lost. A prequel for what was to
come. Don't underestimate me, sister. We are more connected than you think.
The third drink always goes down smoother than the first. Of course. We're down to
the dregs of the bottle. Mom is in her bedroom, stroking the child's cheek. Tina and I
are looking at old photographs. Our baby photos. And the photo of the one we lost, the
one her bad choice in men took from us.
I am stoic. I am the webbing between our fingers as we grip hands, and her tears
soak once more into my sweater, mixing with an earlier stain: her new child's drooled
milk. I want to say, Part ofall ofus died that day. I want to tell her how I sometimes
forget to breathe, thinkingof that tiny triangular wedge ofbonefrommyniece's skull
that was all we were able to bury. Shakenuntil she was blue. Left alone out in the cold.
I want to tell my sister how I sometimes dream ofherkneeling in sweats by the snow,
wiping the stone cleanwith her stubby fingers, nails bitten to the quick.
Look outside, Tina. The frost isforming onthewindows. Lookat thepictures.
Hemember building thatsnowfort, atourold Colorado home? M^e were wintergirls
once. Always. Remember? "We built those shelters and took refuge in them together.
Part Two:
That Slow Struggle Toward Land
Essence
two vertical sweat-stains
mar the back ofmy shirt -
I slip my thumbs under the straps
to allow for a little air.
this is where we walked:
these switchbacks:
where we almost lost our way
packing out after dark, the trail
buried so far under shadows, rotting leaves
that we were forced to construct our own
out of footprints
sometimes I felt so dirty out there
I wanted to steal your Swiss Army
just to scrape off a layer of skin
and when the icicles hung
from the comers of our tent
I began to wonder who we were:
two figures huddled
in a revolt against a landslide
loosening for some time now
don't think I didn't see you : you
who professed the wonders of the pinecone
the whole car ride down : 3 squares
of your secret stash of Charmin




We're on a roof in summer, cans of Coors in hand.
"You do what?" I ask, tilting my head to peer at him through the darkness. My
bare feet are braced against the rough shingles, bare knees poking through the holes in
my jeans.
"I climb." He stands up, starts to walk along the pointed edge just above where 1
sit on the pitch. He spins aroimd 180 degrees on the ball of one foot and I gasp audibly,
not realizing I haye only just begun to witness his talent for balancing. •
A huge grin lights his face, teeth in straight white rows.
"I won't fall," he says. "And even if I did, it's only, like, fifteen feet."
He reaches his hand out to help me up and I think about those fifteen feet; That
long fall towards solid ground. Even the five inchesbetween oiu: fingers is a distance I'm
not sure I want to risk.
Afew days later 1find myself standing inside aconverted racquetball court. Inmy hands
I hold 150 feet ofdynamic rope. Andrew is teaching me how to belay. How to tiea
figure eight knot (hedoes this like a cowboy - tossing the rope into the air) andthen
thread the rope through my palms as if someonewere on the other end. Someonewhose
life I'd be responsible for.
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These past months, I've barely been able to roll out of bed in time to pour food
into the cat's dish and make it to work on time. Responsibility isn't my strong suit, but
I'm willing to give this a shot. I'll try anything if it will mean that things will change. I
haven't done much physical activity since high school gym six years ago, but what the
hell.
"Feed all that line through," he says. The rope beginning to coil and knot on the
spongy floor at my feet.
"And when I'm finished?" I look up at him where he hangs by one hand off of a
large plastic horn attached to the climbing wall.
"Then you do it again." Andrew proceeds to move in what seems like a
preordained sequence: his taut forearms pulling, his feet (which are squeezed into shoes
two sizes too small) delicately balancing on smallpieces of plastic called "jibs." Each
movement is fluid, controlled. He glides up the twenty feet of textured concrete and
back dovra, traverses lefta few inches, then starts up again. He looks likehe's dancing.
Watching him, handsmoving withoutmebeing aware of them, I'm holding the slightly
frayed tail of faded purple rope before I know it.
Notwanting to interrupt, I try to tie the knot the way he does it. I toss and twirl
it like a lasso, butwindupwithrope coiled around my wrist. His laugh floats down from
somewhere above me.
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"Hey," he calls softly. Heuses this word Hke Hawaiians use "aloha," or so I
imagine. It means everythingand nothing at the same time.Mycheeks flush a softpink.
"You'll get it," he says, nimbly descending towards me. As if it were never a
question. As if life held no questions, only answers. I look up at his odd proportions: his
arms longer than they should be, his broad shoulders and far too narrow waist. I want so
much to believe him. I imravel myself, brush my hair out of my face, and prepare to start
again.
The weeks pass at the gym. Andrew and 1go there, together, all three summer
weeknights that it s open. I am in training. He has become my coach and my lover, and
I revel in this new motivation. For once I am fighting gravity, not simply letting it pull
me down. For once I recognize the strong, steady pulse underneath my thin skin as my
own.
We take our first outdoor climbing trip to Monticello, Iowa. A few Hmestone
bluffe await us: moss covered, dirty andnavigable. I have neverbeencamping, outside of
a friend's backyard in juniorhigh. Myfamily preferred hotels, or at the very least,
cabins. I have never used a toilet that didn't flush.
Andrewwarns me about "stinging nettles," shows me jewelweed in case I forget.
He sets up our tent in imder two minutes, too little time for me to watch and learn. I
have been invited along but I can see he isn't waiting for me to catch up. He flashes up
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the routes before the ropes areset. Waits for the othertrip leaders to takethe long way
around and meet him at the top to set the anchors.
Soon I find myself twenty feet up alimestone bluff. My fingers are deep inside
pockets inthe rock, knuckles clenched to keep firom losing my grip since there's so much
moss and dirt on the surface. Myrightfoot keeps losing its hold, and then myright hand
lets go, too. I swing out, one halfofmy body still desperately hanging onto thewall.
There's a rope attached to me, sure, but that'seasy to forget, looking down.
Before I know it,Andrew isbeside me. Norope, justhis longlimbs securely and
easily ascending the rock face. He grins, shakes the hair outofhiseyes. "Hey," he says
softly.
My body is tense and I am glaring at him. I look like a fool andhe'sonly made it
worse. LookhowagileI aniyhe. seems tohesdiyiiig. How confident. Howsecure. He
points outwhichholdI should reach for next, shows mean easy sequence to the top. But
I'm no longer listening. I letgo, prop my feet against thewall, and "point toward the
groundwith my right index finger, signaling the belayerto lowerme. Andrew tries to
intervene, but I shake my head, yell at the poor boy stuck down there holding me up,
"Just let me off this goddamn thing!"
Later that afternoon, once Andrew is around the corner, climbing the harder
routes with the rest of the trip leaders, I do fine. Once I am alone with the rest of the
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beginners, no one's eyes judging me, everyone letting each other climb in silence
punctuated by a fewoutburstsof encouragement, I make it to the top twice.,
That night, we zipour sleeping bags together to form onebigcocoon. His kisses
are his apologies. I rest my head in the sunkenhollowin his chest. This strange
depression he's had sincebirth. My cerealbowl, he calls it. Andmy head fits there
perfectlyduring the quiet breathingof the aftermath. But I've never been able to sleep
that way. Once he starts to snore, lightlyand evenly, I slidemy naked skin offof his and
curl up with my back to him. I have always been content with only my own arm to
support my head in the night.
I tended to forget that Andrewwasa summer romance. That perhapsour handsslid so
easilytogether because they were alreadyslickwith sweat. The intensity and singularity
ofpurpose that I focusedon Andrew, he seemed to absorband turn outward to use on
each route he ascended. Soon, the only way we were connected was when one of us was
attached to either end of a rope. But all the goals got confused. Was it Andrew waiting
at the top of the rock or a part of myself I had yet to claim?
Being five-foot-three has its advantages when it comes to rock climbing. My weight is
centered on my small frame, so I can balance easily. My small feet can grip a half-inch
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ledge without much effort. But onmore difBcult routes, there is only one correct
sequence of holds to the top.
The key to climbing, usually, is to make every move dynamic. Inone fluid
motion your body tenses. Itmoves vertically, horizontally, or diagonally to make the
next hold. When this happens successfully - your arm reaching smoothly upwards,
fingertips landing, gripping, "sticking" the hold at the point of least resistance - this is
called "deadpointing." It is amoment of connection with the rock inwhich the primal
and thehabitual even out theirstruggle. Amoment inwhich your body suddenly
remembers where it camefrombeforeit setsoffagain to find a new place to belong.
Most often, however, yourmuscles are tired, shaky, uncooperative. Your calves
/
growweak, and you get "Elvis leg" —so named because ofthe way it shakes •
uncontrollably as your toes desperately grip the hold. Your arms grasp at thehold, rather
than deadpointing it. Your fingers slip, your triceps contract, and you flail at it again,
barely hanging on. Or your foot slips offofits delicate perch and you swing out from the
wall - palms and soles outin front ofyour body tokeep your fragile skin from scraping
against thesharp granite, sandstone, whatever. Ifyou are climbing onlead, you take
whattheycall a "whippet" and fall twice as far as you have climbed since setting your last
placement. Sometimes you fall headfirst, clutching at the rope to right yourself,
forgetting all you have learned about safety.
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On the wall, it's you and your core instincts, and, tentatively, the person on belay.
Up there, you are focused or dead. Your eyes scanning ahead to find the next pocket, the
next logical move. It's alittle like chess, but with higher stakes. Move in the wrong
sequence, and you end up ten feet to the left of the route with nowhere to go but back
down. You must retrace your steps, stare atthe rock awhile, figure out what went
wrong, and try again. Or give up and go home. Because even though itmay not feel like
it, it's always achoice. It's abattle with your own strength, your own wits. And because
every body type is different, no one can solve the puzzle but you. You must know
yourselfwell enough ifyou want to overcome the challenges of gravity - to go over the
barrier nature created in yourwake, instead ofturning around.
Afew months after my first outdoor climbing trip, I stand and pace astone slab, high on
aplateau inthe Ozark Moimtains ofArkansas. My tongue is gritty from the makeshift
coffee I made with aplastic French press. It tastes ofweak water and instant Tang. I
crouch under anoutcropping ofrock, out ofthe fierce, cold wind oftheNovember
morning. No one else in thecamp stirs. They huddle inside their sleeping bags,
surrounded bystuffed-in clothes. It's twenty degrees cooler thanwehad anticipated.
Ourwater supply is frozen, our spirits stillandsomber.
It's the first tripI have taken since Andrew left, and I have gone five days without
a shower, without a decent conversation. I huddle in a mummy bag at night with no
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sleeping pad, my tinytent pitched ona slope ofground covered in rotting leaves. My
feet push against a rock that protrudes through the tent floor to keep myself from sHding
to the bottomof its kite-shapedinterior. Freezing rain pelts the roof inches above my
head, as the tent stakes slowly ease their way out of the cold soil.
We arecamping at a sitecalled Sam's Throne. Named aftera manwhowent crazy
in 1843 afterhis sisterwent missing. Trapper turned preacher,he stoodand shouted: The
Injuns took her, andI'llscalp everylastoneof 'em. I'll stalkthe souls ofthe ones whoget
away. I'll livefor a thousandyears! Or so the legend goes. FromwhereI sit, huddled,
with the rust brown liquid alreadygonecold, I cansee the spirewhere he stood. I can
hear his voiceechoingout among the acres of firs and maples in hibernation, his
followers looking up at him with the same trusting eyes that I turned towardAndrew
those short months ago.
Landscape affects everyone differently, I have realized. For most of the trip
members, this placehas turned us inward. Thecold, sparse landscape has turned us into
shells of our former selves. Our hands slide across the rope as if no longer part ofour
bodies aswe hunch under down jackets on belay. Our vacant eyes vaguelywatch the
personwhose lifewe are responsible for. But for a few, like Samand Andrew, the
desolation awakens hidden energy - as if they could warm the cold rock, awaken the
sleeping trees, and bring the missing home with the heat of their sudden hearts.
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ButAndrew is gone. I have come to count him among themissing. As I stand,
again, atop the plateau, Iwant to join Sam sghost, haunting these hills, searching for the
part ofmyself that he tookwith him. Because, after all, we never really mourn the lost -
only the part of ourselves we have yet to understand that they carried away without
knowing it.
No one really thought I'dkeep climbing after Andrew left. After hedisappeared without
anote or aphone call. I arrive atthe wall with asmile and awave and their eyebrows lift
just slightly. Up and down the routes Igo, following inthe footsteps he made there
before me. Often, I feel likeapretender, a fool. It'sdifficult to make it up that wall, any
waU, without picturingAndrew's fluid movements, his sure andsteady form.
But each timeI touchthe ceiling at the top, I still feel that small oimce ofelation
athaving accomplished something. That shared sensation, theknowing looks we all give
each other after"sending" a route. It'swhatkeeps us together. It's a place wherewe
keep acommunal CD pile, where even ifevery face is new orstrange, I know one of
them will readily bemy partner for a few hours, encourage me onmyquest to the top no
matter how easyor difficult it proves to be.
At a rock wall, indoors or out, I feel part of a common tribe. Daniel Qiiinn,
author ofthe bestselling novel Ishmaelzndi pioneer ofan ideacalled NewTribalism, says
in his newwork. BeyondCivilization: "The importantthing to see is that we were not
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'giving up'something by being tribal. "We were something bybeing tribal -
something thatwould have been outofreach otherwise." In climbing, there is literally
something thatis outofreach. The top ofthe route, orinmountaineering: the peak of
themoimtain. Thepioneers ofmountaineering androckclimbing have put in place a
system. Asetofrules that loosely guide themembers ofthe tribe along.
It always shocks the newcomers when astranger shows upalone v^thhis harness
and apair ofclimbing shoes. When hedoesn't hesitate to ask ifhe can use ouranchors,
ourropes. How does he know it's safe? Because weare a tribe, a community. Because
we have realized that as an individual, one can only make it so far.
It's true that Andrewmaybe forever out ofmy reach. But the safetynet he put in
place underneath mewillnever go away. I tie the figure eightknot through the front
loop ofmyharness with confidence. I tug onit tomake sure the connection issecure. I
placemy foot in a hole in the limestonebluff.
"On rock!" I call out to my tribe.
"Rock on!" they reply.
Dreaming in Color
Undissolvedpowder swirls on the surface
of my hot chocolate like galaxies,
then coalesces around the spoon at rest -
but mine is only an inadvertent art.
From the Hving room I hear your pencil lead
drag across the canvas like claws.
I imagine your not quite black strokes asshadows
against the off-white fibers - like diesel
deposits oh week-old street side snow.
Later, when you add the color, the house
will be quiet. I'll be asleep, the cats curled
around my feet in lazy whorls. Hours later,
you'll shuffle down the long twenty feet
of carpet to our room, to end your day
asmine begins. Fuchsia under your fingernails.
And I'll wake to remember my first lover,
how he asked, do you dream in color
or black and whitet How only now
do I know the answer.
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Phone Calls From Prison
Mom has just carvedthe turkey andmy sisterhas just loweredher awkwardpregnant
body onto a chair at the dining room table when the phone rings. I amin the kitchen,
licking the cranberry sauce offofmyindex finger, which I havejust removed from the
circle ofsticky gelatin. ButI stillmanage to get to the phonefirst. The familiar
recording reaches my ear. Willyou accept the charges? I hang up quickly, beforeMom
can get suspicious, but she's already eyeing me.
Tina chimes in first. "Who was that? Your boyfriend?"
I roll my eyes. We're too old for these games.
"Tina," I say, "he'd callmy cell phone." Thatis, ifI hada boyfriend. "It was no
one. Telemarketers." But I was always a terrible liar.
Mom sets the large serrated blade down on the platter next to the turkey. She
stares at me. "It was him again, wasn't it? I told you he tried to call the other day, before
you got here. Would you pleasewrite him and tell him you don't want to talk to him?
Tell hiiii to leave us alone."
I want to explain to her, again, how I threw all the letters away three years ago
when I moved back to Iowa.' Remind her that she threw away the ones that came to her
house since. Instead I reassure her.
"Mom, I'll contact him somehow, ok? I'm looking into it."
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The fingers ofmy right hand are still sticky with cranberry. Bits ofred have
appeared on the white handset ofMom's cordless. I see them there while I try to look
anywhere but into her eyes. Ihave yet to shoulder this burden. I've only been adjusting
the weight of it all these years.
Somewhere in a boxin Mom's attic or underneathmy bed there's apicture ofmema
green velvet dress. ARenaissancepattern with longsleeves, abraidedmaroon andsilver
belt with tassels. Seniorprom. I wanted to beLadyGuinevere, oraladyin waiting If
you discount the steel-toedDocMarten combat boots underneath. Next to me is a tall
youngman with ruddy cheeks and curly brown hair. His face isboyish, mischievous. He
wears an impishgrin thatradiates there above the black tux, adimple inhis left cheek. I
amon his arm. Mysmileis coyand uncertain.
Brian wasn't my boyfriend. He was my guardian, my protector, the one whose back I
followed through the dark adolescent nights. He went to college with my high school
boyfriend, Jeff. There was agroup ofthem that bonded like family. And when Jeff
moved away, I graduated from high school and drove myself toMissouri to take his place.
His family became my family. W^elcome, mydaughter, they told me. Hello, littlesister^
they said.
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There were six of us that becameinseparable. Mara, Greg, Phil, Travis,Brian,
Amy. And Thomas, thestoryteller, who occasionally wandered in our midst. Weneeded
his voice to guide us through thenight. The five ofthem did anyway. While the dice
rolled, I sat at the comer of the table and watched. I admired the way Brianmediated
the conflicts in the game. I followed every move ofthe thiefhe chose as his character in
Dungeons andDragons. And after awhile, I studied how the grins started at the comers
ofhismouthandslowly creptupwards until oneside wouldshootup faster than the
other and send a glint into his blue eyes.
The "family" called him Loki. In Norse mythology-he is the trickster, the shape
changer, the killer ofBalder, the god oflight. Yet he is also known as the onewho
crossesboundaries, sometimes even becomes the boimdary himself. He is often depicted
as the misunderstood God, synonymous with Anansi the spider ofWest African lore. He
has the ability to simultaneously charm and.repulse everyone he comes in contact with.
Somewhere in a red box in the attic or the storage closet or the comer underneath my
bed there's a dried white corsage that1haven't touchedin years. Perhaps the petals have
all fallen offnow, sweeteningandscenting the contents ofthe box. Certainly theyhave
browned and become brittle. And the straightpin stuck through the stem ofit has
started to rust, thepearl on the endofit chipped to reveal thegrayplastic underneath.
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Fast forward toTravis' apartment, some night when we weren't playing games. Not the
kind withbooks and rules and eight-sided dice anyway. Perhaps wewereplaying
"asshole" or some other drinking game. Travis was in his kitchen, sitting in the dark ona
metal folding chair. When I stepped into the room to pour another Jack and Coke he
held ared candle inhis right hand and dripped the wax onto the underside ofhis left .
forearm. His jawwas set. The muscles inhis cheek barely twitched. His eyes were
unfocused. I came and went undetected.
WhenI returnedwithmy drink to the living room. I stood withmyback to the
wall and then slid down, stared into the dark liquid. Mara, the only person I've ever
known tobe allergic toalcohol, sat cross legged on the floor notfar from me, glaring at
hertoo-drunk boyfriend where helaywith his long head ofhair inher lap. Thomas was
playing video games. Brian was on the porch with Phil smoking a joint.
When he came inside, I looked up at him. His eyes searched my face. I'd been
avoiding eye contact all night. He knew Iknew. He was ashamed. I quickly glanced
away, but hepulled the drink from my hands, dumped it out in the kitchen. I followed
himout the door whileTravis grinned strangely at us, thewax having cooled into a dull
sheen on his arm.
Somewhere in a boxin a drawet undermymetal dorm room bed, there's a folded square
ofwhitepaper. Aprintout ofan email I receivedfrom Jeff. There are twoparagraphs on
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thepage: typed words ofwarningand a cut-and-pastedarticlefrom the Nodaway News,
dateda Uttieover ayear beforeI receivedit. A crimewas committed, the culpritsstill at
large. Thepagehas clearlybeen crumpledandsmoothed out, the ink smudgedfrom
moisture thatmayhave been tears.
It was a short walk backto campus but Brian founda backway to make it longer. If I
returned to that town, I'm sure I couldn't retrace it. I seem to remember brick and vine,
and large looming shadows. I rememberreaching the dockat the smallpond, hanging
our feet over the edge of it. The smallpool of light on the murky green water, my boots
threatening to pull my small body down into it.
Brian's eyes were sodden with tears. They were shape changer's eyes. Swimming
in and out of focus. Changing colors from blue to green to grey. He choked up words,
spit them out like hairballs. I tried not to look, to stare straight ahead. I tried to deny the
natiural fact of periphery.
The October night was cool. I wanted a sweater. I wanted to listen to that song
Brian always played for me when he deejayed at the college radio station. Everything's
going to be alright, rock-a-bye. But I could only rock myself back and forth on the dock,
trying to tune out the confirmation of the rumor, to veer my life away from another
moment in which everything would change but it was too late. The moment had already
passed.
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Her name was Gracie Hixon. Shewas sixty-six years old. She had a daughter, if I
remember right, a husband called Clyde; Sixty-six and still working. Late nights at the
Stop-N-Go. Theymusthave been justscraping by. Perhaps her husband received
disability, social security. Perhaps she had been a housewife and accruedno retirement
fund of her own.
Thatnight, from what I gather, the three boys were experimenting with cocaine.
Travis, Brian, Phil. For two of them, anyway, it was a new experience, some excitement
in that small Missouri town. Traviswanted to stop, needed something out of the trunk,
pulled out a shotgunBriancouldsee in the rearview mirror. Brianfrozen in the front
seat while the other two went inside, went inside and came back out with enough money
for a night's drinkinganyway, Brian breathingagain because it was OK, no onew^ hurt
and then Travishalting in mid-motion as he opened the passenger door saying Wait, she,
sawmyface. She sawmylace.
What do gunshots sound like? What does an oldwoman's face look likeafter it's
hit with a 12gauge from ten inches away? How loud was the silence after the shot?
How loud is it still?
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Brian, Travis, Phil and I went to a movie. And a coupleof girls from my dorm floor. I
hadhooked themupwith the boys before I knewwhat Iwas getting them into. We
drove the hour and a half to Kansas City to see it. John Carpenter's Vampires. We
laughed at the fact thatJohn Carpenter wrote thescore, knowing weshould have walked
out then. Butwe stayed, of course. Throughthe whole terrible thing.
On thewayhome, on some twisted impulse, Phildrove us pastthe site. There
were bars on the windows now, a security camera scanning the small paved lot.
"Anybody needanything?" he asked. Melissa and Jenny shook their heads, still
laughing at some absurd scene. Oblivious to the silence ofthe restofus in the car.
Fast forward to those two poor girls sitting on a picnic bench on the sloped hill behind
the dorms. Staring through blurred eyes at the field wherewe playedintramural soccer.
Their red hair bright in the earlymorning sun, their hands claspedlike sisters. Across
the bench from them my hands were folded in my lap for I was no longer one of them. I
had known before the arrests were made. I had introduced them to killers.
Yet we stuck together for a little while. We snuck around the dormitories like
thieves, pulling things from the boys' rooms before the cops could get them. The books
on role-playing, the vampire movies, any music that might prove questionable. We
wanted to spare the two boys who hadn't pulled the trigger. From the media, from any
added weight. And ofcourse, we were mostly protecting ourselves. Eighteen and fresh in
the world, what else was there to do?
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Somewhere in a boxis aphoto oftwofaces: Brian andI, dose up, cheekto cheek. My
sunglasses areresting on top ofmydarkhair, andI am looking upat him. Lokiis
grinningfor thelens, for theimprinton thefilm heknows he willmake: those two
charmingdimples, those incorrigible curls. Justbefore thatnighton thedock I had
thoughtI hadarrivedat the beginning ofsomething. It wasHalloween andit was our
firstnight together. Butit was also one ofthelast. Two weeks later the copspulledhim
from classand hismouth wasalready halfwayopen beforehe was through the doorway,
those words choked back on the docknowready to spill over again andagain untilhe
couldabsolvehimselfofthem. I haven'tspoken to him in seven years, but I'm trying to
fill in the blanks. I'm trying to do whatI can with the words I have beengiven because
this is notmystory.
Quimby St.
I am sitting in a park in Portland
watching children play in a fountain.
Many of them are half-naked;
one of them is completely nude
and shakes his small wet bottom
in the shaded summer air.
The picnic table is rotting and the cracks -
are filled with moss. At my feet
a dog's lost tennis ball has come to rest,
dried slobber still visible on its surface.
I realize that these details
won't add up to anything whole,
but I want to record them anyway.
I want to grab a yellow apple
from that tree by the sidewalk
because I know it's the last thing from logical
and yet it will still taste good.
My father is dying. I am going home
to a man who does not love me,
who will sit in silence at the kitchen table
while I call my father, while I throw




He tells me heused tobeanartist, apotter, and I can almost see hishands at thewheel:
his palms moist with clay, his fingers wavering in agentle dance. I love him for it, but I
don't knowwhere any of this will lead. Here in Oregon, everything seems possible, but
almost nothing is actual. The firm soil of the trail inMacleay Park amile from Matt s
house. The moist moss. The oxygen-rich air.
On the record player TomWaits is singing the blues. The turntable spins like a
potter's wheel. The music molds my thoughts like his hands once molded clay. A
million questions rise to the tip ofmy tongue but Istay silent. Iwant to know, though,
the color ofthe clay, the shapes that emerged from long hours ofpassionate production. I
want to know how the brain that once conceived of the slender neck of a vase now
calculates for hours on end. Solves other people's problems instead of his own.
I look around theapartment atall ofhis fimctional furniture: the clean lines of
theblack couch perched onsquat metal legs. The perfect right angles thatevery piece
contains. Not a single round object adorns the room. Not even a clock onthewall ora
ciorved vase with flowers in it to brighten the starkemptywalls. The only circularitems
are the records, hidden inside their squares ofcardboard protection. And the lonely
black one spinning away as I sit and stare into space.
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So come on andswallowme, don't followme/I'm travlin'alone/Blue water'smy
daughter/ 'n I'm gonna skip like a stone...
In the kitchen, Matt ismaking pancakes. It seems to mea hugestepfor someone who
once lived out of the bed of his truck." A whole summer spent in the back of a red
Tacoma, sleeping on a shelf. This domestic side ofhimisone I haven'tseen. The records
only have two, but he has multitudes. And Iwonder if, looking into the batter, he can
already see the perfectround shape that will emerge - its slightly ruffled edges. If he can
envision the thickness, the weight of it on his platelike I envisionthe shapeofhis
stomach beneath his shirt and how it would feel so firm against the gentle slope ofmy
own skin. And how his hands could mold me into the shape I know I can be, that I am
struggling sohard to become. Could spinout a structure for the skin that waits formeto
step into it.
I hear a plate clink down and I rise, follow mynostrils towards the scent of
blueberries and strong coffee. I sit down across fromhim, where he's already started
eating, his eyes scanning the paper, and I pickup the white mug of fresh coffee, press it
to my palms to let the warmth soakin. The cool northwest air blows in through the
openwindows, freshening, awakening the apartment. But I put the mug down after only
one sip because I know there's only somuch I can hold in my hands.
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I was thirteen when I first visited the Atlantic. I stood on the shore in Camden, Maine,
andwatched the sun slowly bum off the fieldof fog that had descended during the night.
Myfeetwere rooted but a part ofme doveinto her graywaters and still lives there,
exploring. There's a photo ofmy face, hair blown across mypalecheeks by thewind, a
dead seal purpleand rotting on the beach behind meas I squint at the lens, bitsofsand
lodged in my eyelashes.
I had visions of the posters that hung on the beige walls of my biology classroom.
Those metamorphosing forms in their slowstruggle towards land. Standing there I felt
something callingme back, something that still calls, the blackwater beckoningme to
return to my first home.
Shortly thereafter I decided I wanted to be a marine biologist. I watched this
documentary on orcas until I'd memorized the narration. The gravelly voice rising and
falling in rhythm with the black fins following the waves. That worn out video dad
bought for me in the gift shop-atSeaWorld. I wanted to run my fingers over the rubbery
skin of a whale. I was sure I'd find answers there.
Matt leaves for work, but he's left me a set of keys. I'm free to come and go as if this
place were my own. I spin the record again, and this time spin with it, barefoot on the
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hardwood floors. The fog's lifting, the sand's shifting, and I'm drifting on out/Old
Captain Ahab ain'tgotnothin' on me now...
I pull on shorts, a tank top, running shoes. I tie the two keys to the drawstring at
mywMst. I grab the maps from the coffee tablewhere Matt left them for me last night,
after leaning so close to show me the trail I could smell salvation on his skin. But it isn't
mine to have. He found his own way, alone. Through his silent stares he's trying to tell
me that I should do that, too.
I strap a water bottle to my wrist and take off down the street. I pass the
Patisserie he told me about, where the people "pretend they're European." And it's true
the patrons look so relaxed and satisfied. Mugs of steaming lattes, the frosting on eclairs
seeming to shine in the sun.
I walk on past the park where I sat yesterday reading poetry. Where I watched
the families with their children spread out on blankets. A man carried his injured young
daughter from the car, her leg in a cast, while his wife carried the crutches. A small boy
who had just emerged from the fountain, stood patiently while his mother undressed Hm
and then shook the water onto her as if he were a dog—his bare bottom twistingwhile
everyone laughed.
I pass "For Rent" and "ForSale" signs. And the singlevacant lot in the
neighborhood. That small landscape of.possibility. My mind latches onto the image ofa
house rising up from the embers ofmylife thus far andplanting itselfhere. OfMattin
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the kitchen makingpancakes, of a small boyshaking his bottomwhile the recordplayer
spins and spins.
But although it is my destiny to create endlessnarrations, I cannot make them
come true. This naked toddler, I can givehim a name. I can cull him from the park and
keep him on a page. I can touslehis hair and smile at Matt and let the word "son" rise to
mylips. But the imageendswhen the ink runs out. I cannot make any of it Hve. I can
makeup an ending to belie my beginnings, but as I try to reach it, the middle inevitably
grows longer.
I am not a strong swimmer. I had the obligatory two years of lessons, and after that I
went to the pool solely to splash and play arotmd. My father lived in California, by the
ocean, but he didn't own a boat. He's no sailor, and when he fished, it was always on the
safety of a landlocked lake. Not even the rush of rivers caught his attention. But we
went to the beach often, because that's what Californians did. The parents lay oil the
beach with books or lovers and the children ran headlong into the water, throwing their
small bodies into the force of the waves, relaxing as the water carried them home.
But I always had a different sense of it all. I'd beg to go when it was cloudy, when
the crowds were thin or nonexistent. Fd wander along the shore, letting the foam settle
over my toes, and stand there entranced. Fd imagine my heart beating in some primal
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rhythmwith the tides, imagine it speaking to me in a language I knew but couldnot, can
not articulate.
Mystepmother, who also has agreat affinity with the ocean, musthave thoughtI
wasn'tenjoying myself. I musthave looked sosullen, so lonely, wandering along the
waterline, stopping occasionally to examine a shell or small crab. In reality, though, I
was listening. I was trying to tune into a frequencyI had never heard but knew,
instinctively, was there. Thewaves didnot want to pushmy smallbodygently toward
shore, I knew. "Thepull of the tides," that's what I'd heard men say. "TheStygian sea,"
I'd read. Those waves, they wanted to pull me, all of us, home. They wanted to bring us
closer to the center we have come so far from, now.
When I reach the park, I check the mapat the entrance to make sure I have cometo the
right trail. The Wildwood Trail stretches 27miles throughout Macleayand ForestParks,
winds through the hillsides in the heart of the city. At the top of one switch-backed
section of the trail is the Pittock Mansion. A mansion with miles of old-growth forest as
its former residents' backyard. But no one resides there now. It is a tourist attraction, a
facade. Just like these words.
My feet are hitting the ground but I detect no rhythm in the sound. I focus
instead on my breath, on keeping my mouth closed as long as possible, nostrils flaririg to
their limits. I reach an old stone house and slow. The antithesis of the Pittock Mansion.
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This "house" is one wall of an A-frame, built of mortared gray stone. Moss-covered stairs
lead up to a landing. Whether anyone ever lived here, or if this too, is for tourists, I can't
say. I walk around in it, peerthrough the arched window, andthien continue on. ButI
never make it to the Mansion. I left the map at home, and when I finally think I've
reached it, I endup staring instead at a housing addition, some condos that all lookthe
same.
Mattlaughs when I tell him I couldn't find the Mansion. Thebiggest house in the hills.
But then againone can't seeoverthe trees. We climbinto the Tacoma and he drives me
up there. Braces his truck carefully against a guardrail because the emergency brake has
gone out. We don't enter the Mansion, though. Something aboutit bothers me. The
sandstonewalls surrounding the circular interior, the two turrets on either side of the
large baywindow. Supposedly the hallways radiate out from the central staircase like
spokes on awheel. There are tales of the placebeinghaunted, but everyone says they are
happy ghosts. The Pittocks had sixchildren and eighteen grandchildren. Henry came
from Pennsylvania, penniless at agenineteen. Georgiana came from Keokuk, Iowa - in
the opposite comer of the state from my hometown. I can't bring myself to look at
empty rooms where a happy family once resided.
Instead we walk around the lawn. A group of artists has set up easels, situated
them so they can overlook the city. I watch their fingers grip small pieces of chalk, or
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charcoal or brushes. I look, at Matt's hands and try to detect a twitch, a longing. Because
I want him to long for something, even if it isn't for me.
I place myhands on the split rail fence edging the property. Thestyle ofit seems
outofplace. I'd expect whitepicket, or tallposts with elegant wirestrung between. This
fence reminds me that Oregon hasn'tforgotten its place in theWest. While I've always
seen thiscity as distinctive, a Shangri-La ofsorts, it occurs tomenowthatwhile it may
have risen above its roots, it has not forgotten them.
Portland prides itselfonbeing at the frontier ofchange inAmerica: it is the
greenest city in termsofpolitics andenvironmentalism and Cycling ranked it
"No.l cycling city in America." TheparkI justjogged throughis the largest urban
wilderness in the country. And yet, when I took a carriagetour through downtown, our
guidepointed out two adjoining parks that less than fiftyyears ago were segregated by
gender. Shealso pointed out that while Portlandboasts the largest urban park, it also has
the smallest: it measures two feet across and holds a few flowers.
I turn to smile at Matt and hoist myselfup onto the top rail of the fence like I used
to as a child in Colorado. My small hands holding out a round red apple for the
neighbors' horses. While jogging earlier I had passedby an apple tree growingso
incongruously in the spacebetween the sidewalk and the street. The fruit wasyellow,
ripe, ready to eat. I picked one and devoiired it on the way back to Matt's and that is
what I think of, now, as I hand Matt my camera to immortalize this moment: a woman
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alone in the frame, legs dangling offa fence. A smile caused by a stolen moment that I
have kept all to myself.
Spectral
I can't fathom how the artists do it:
create distance on a two-dimensional plane.
I amdrinking tea madefromsilverneedles
I am staring at a paintedpath into the greenwoods,
fighting the urge to getup andwalk right into it.
I have been sitting too long sipping tea
andmy surroundings have become toowell defined.
In the painting, the leavesof the trees
are fading from green to yellow:
backwards through the spectrum.
And it occurs to me that I create distance, too,
with the black ink of this pen on this page.
Sometimes, they are distances
I do not want to have traveled.
They are too bold in their strokes, too heartbreaking
in the convergence of all colors into one.
I want to step into the painting.
I want to keep walking imtil I reach white.
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